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!!!!Lmeeting was called to order at 3.20 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 9 (continued}
GENERAL DmATE

Mr. FARAH (Djibouti) (interJ;)retation from Frenchh Since our last

session the international situation has clearly changed. Our goal of peace and
developnent seems closer. cmnicts and tensions that have aroused our concern in
recant years are being resolved, and we h09E! very sincerely that the dialogue that
has started between the various belligerents will produce the necessary solutions.

Before continuing, Sir, I am pleased to take this opportunity to pay tribute

to your eminent qualities and attributes, which made a big contribution to your

election as Presideht of the forty-third session of the General Assellbly. I
congratulate you most warmly.

I also pay tr ibute to the outgoing President of the forty-second session,
AJlbassador Florin of the German Denocratic Republic. we are grateful to him for
the outstanding way in which he conducted the General Assembly's work.

I also wish to express my GoIrernment's gratitude to the secretary-General,
.;. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for his Q!aseless, praiseworthy efforts for world

peace. I wish him well as he continues to persevere in his noble mission. we are
gratifiea by i::he recent award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the United Nations
peace-keeping forces.

As I have just emphasized, this session is of special interest. It is being
held at a time when major events are beinq witnessed, such as the cease-fire in the
Iraq-Iran conflict .and l?Ositive developnents in the question of Afghanistan.

In recent times East-West relations have been marked by the conbined efforts

of the two great Powers, the SOviet Union and the United States, to pronote

international detente. The RlOSt striking event was the signing of a Treaty to
bring about a 50 per cent reduction in s~rategic nuclear weapons. we hope that
that positive event will not only lead the parties to respect their COIIIftitments as
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time to envisage building a non-violent world, free of nuclear weapons.

The Government of the Republic of Djibouti welcomes the desire for peace sh~n

by the two neighbour ing Muslim countries, the Republic of Iraq and the Islamic

Republic of Iran, by their acceptance of the cease-fire and 8ecur ity Council

resolution 598 (1987). We urge the two countries to abide by their commit;ments to
peace and to start direct negotiations, a necessary pre-condition for the

establishment of a just and lasting settlement in the region.

Furthermore, we hope that this peace will not be limited to the borders of the
two neighbours, but that it will be extended throughout the region, because other

neighbour ing areas have exper ienced dangerous tensions. For that to be achieved,

it is important that all states fully enjoy freedom of navigaUon.

With its hundreds of thousands of victims, the Iraq-Iran war has been one of

the longest and most deadly conflicts since the end of the 8ecCXld World War. The
Republic of Djibouti expresses its full support for the process under way and hopes
that it will fully succeed, so that the peoples of Iraq and Iran may finally live
in peace.

For almost 10 years the situation in Afghanistan has caus~d deep concern.

H~ever, after the repeated appeals of the international community, a partial

withdrawal of foreign troops recently occurred. We believe that the fraternal

people of Afghanistan should recover its independence and freedom by freely

choos ing the political system that it considers appropr iate, without any
cons tra in ts.

The question of Palestine remains at the core of the Middle East problem. We
support the legi tima te popular upr is ing of' the Pches tin lan people in the occupied

Palestinian territories and condemn the policy of oppression and aggression

---------------------
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practised by Israel in those territories. Paced wi th a defenceless population, the
army of occupation does not hesitate to fire on children, women and old people. It
uses all kinds of weapons, in violatil')n of international law. The massacre of the
civilian population continues and the number of victims increases daily. Faced
wi th the repressive Israeli machine, the resistance is increasing, at the cost of
hundreds of mar tyr s.

The Palestinian people must recover its territory and fully exercise its
legitimate rights, under the guidance of the Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO), its sole and legitimate representative. Another requirement for the
establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East is Israel's withdrawal
from all the occupied Arab territories, including the Holy City of Jerusalem and
southern Lebanon.

Wi th regard to Lebanon, we urge all oomponents of the Lebanese people to take
part in a frank and sincere dialogue to bring about mutual trust, for the
establishment of peace and national unity.

Djibouti supports the efforts to convene an international peace conference on
the Middle East, in conformity with the prOl1isions of the relevant General Assennly
resolutions, a conference in which the PLO would participate as an independent
party and on an equal footing with the other parties.

In South Afr lea the racist regime is perpetuating its hateful, inhuman system
of apartheid, and the situCl.tion gets worse every day, with n~w restrictions imposedon the SOuth Afr iean people, with, in particular ~ continued detention, tor ture and
assass ina tion. My coun tr y supper ts the jus t s uuggle of the people of SOu th
Africa, and appeals to the international conmunity to take appropriate steps to
dismantle apartheid.

The serious internal situation is coupled with acta of aggression and
des tab 11 iza Hon perpe tra ted by the rac is t regime aga ins t nei ghbouring Sta tes.
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-
A.just settlement of the question, in conformity with various united Nations

resolutions, can be brought about only by imposing comprehensive mandatory

sanctions against the Pretoria regime. SUch sanctions remain the most effective
way to dismantle apartheid.

The international community must also put pressure on the South African regime

to obtain the immediate, uncondi tional release of Nelson Marldela and all other

political pr isoners.

The racist regime of South Afr ica oontinues its illegal occupa tion of Namibia l

in contravention of security Council resolution 435 (1978). We hope that the
quadr ipartite talks now under way will make it possible to give the Namibian people

power on the basis of their own wishes, freely and democratically expressed.

Finally, we pay tribute to the South west Africa People's Organization, the sole

representative of the Namibian people, for the heroic struggle it is waging.

On the Korean peninsula the beginning of dialogue between the two fraternal

countries is an encouraging sign and will permit the development of a climate of

mutual trust.

In Kampuchea we desire the total withdrawal of foreign forces so that

Democra tic Kampuchea may regain its independence and enjoy full sovereignty and
in tegr ity.

Wi th regard to toe question of Western sahara, we welcome the

Secretary-General's efforts to resolve the conflict, and support the holding of a

referendum on self-determination for the people of western Sahara, organized by the

Uni ted Na tions.

There can be no world peace and security without prospects of economic
prosperity for all mankind. Peace, security and well-being are closely linked,
like members of a single body •

._----------_.......---~
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direct repercussions in other regions. All nations need each other, without
exception. UnfortWlately international economic relations are structured nowadays
in such a way that it is the developing count! ies that suffer from the damaging
effects of an obviously Wljust international economic order. In order to remed~·
this profound economic and financial crisis, we must find meaningfUl solutions and
proceed to the elaboration of principles and instruments to establish a new order
in international economic relations.

Thus the United Nations, in 1986, adopted the United Nations Prograllllle of
Action for the Economic Recovery and Development of Africa, and the Organization of
African Unity, in July 1985 adopted the Priority ProgralTlUe for the Economic
Recovery of Africa for the years 1986 to 1990. While it is not necessary to speak
at length here about the crisis affecting Africa, or to mention thQ price paid by
the African countries, we cannot fail to stress the meagre results achieved,
particularly after these two years of effort and sacrifice by our continent.

TO create the basis for self-sustained economic development, the African
coun tr fes decided to take Cl number of steps to attain that goal. More than half of
them, in fact, have instituted economic reforms, as devised in the Priority
Prograllllle for the Economic Recovery of Afr iea, and they are already at the stage of
implementing their structural adjustment programmes, wi th the support of financial
groups such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). HCMever,
these structural adjustment programmes do not prcwide an answer to economic
conditions, particularly at the present stage of developnent of the majority of thedeveloping countries.

With regard to the African debt, the international community has acknowledged
that it is a major obstacle to development. Accordingly, the Toronto summit in
June proposed, some debt relief. Certainly, this ean be viewed as an enoouraging
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sign, but unfortooately it is lilllited in scope, invol""ing only a certain nunber of
African countries. But fairly satisfactory results can be obtained if the

industrialized countries impl~lIent the resolutions of the General Assellbly and the

United Nations Conference on TradA and Developaent (UHcrAD) on debt relIef, and if
they prO'lide specific effective support for the recO'lery efforts of Africa, as .included in the United Nations Progranne of Action. Furthermore, we salute the

honourable ini tia tive taken by cert.ain donor countr les which wiped out the debt as

ODA - official developnent assistance - or which took similar steps in keeping with
resolution 165 (S-IX) of the Trade and Development Board of UNC'l'AD and we hope that
that initiative will be followed by other donors.

Given the critical economic situation in Africa and the specific nature of the
crisis t the responsibility that falls on the international community is basic. The
international community has pledged assistance to these countries by taking

supplementary steps and prO'liding the necessary resources. However, we hope that

the quaUtyand IlDdalities of this assistance and co-operation will be imprO'led

~pon and strengthened.

Africa refuses to rely entirely on external action to resolve its problems,
and is collll'llitted to making the necessary efforts for its own development. Several
initiatives bear witness to this - inter alia, the fact that economic regional and
subregional groups have been established or are now being established. wi thout a
daub t th is type 0 f group will pr0'1 ide a bas is for the tr ue Af r lcan colIII\un i ty and
will thereby help to resolve a certain number of problems.

It is within the intergovernmental authority on drought and development that

sincere dialogue is now under way in Dj~uti between our two neighbours, Ethiopia
and Somalia - dialogue which, as representatives know, has led to the cessation of
hostilities and to the restoration of diplomatic relations 4nd an e)lchange of
pr laoners.

• • ... I' .. ',' ....... • ~. ,'to ~. ~ ...
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Over the last decade major progress has been made in Djibouti in achieving our
development goals - achievements that have helped to build an independent,

sovereign, neutral State. These assets have been enhanced by a climate of

political stability. Indeed, faithful to its traditions, the Republic of Djibouti
has made constant efforts to ensure the full mobilization of its domestic resources
to achieve our fundamental goals of socio-economic development and the promotion of
human rights.

Despite efforts made by the Government of Djibouti, the economic situation
remains precarious. The prolonged drought we have experienced in recent years has
seriously disrupted the lives of much of O~l nomad population, causing major losses
of livestock and imposing on the Djiboutian authorities the additional costs of
implementing resettlement programmes and providing se[vices. The Government of my
country launched an appeal for international assistance.

The problem of refugees has been such a heavy burden on our State that it
deserves special attention. The Government of Djibouti has steadily stepped up its
efforts to provide an adequate solution, and in 1986 launched a programme, in
co-operation with the united Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), for
voluntary repatriation. However" voluntary repatriation is the only authentic

solution and, therefore, it is urgent to increase assistance to continue this
programme.

Bearing in mind all the serious problems that hamper to a large extent the
process of economic development in Djibouti, members of the group of least
developed countries look forward to support and assistance from tile international
community - from countries and from international organizations. The challenges of
poverty, ignorance and hunger are enormous. Greater solidarity from the

international co"~unity is necessary to overcome these scourges. Therefore we must
combine our efforts because, together, we can build a better world.
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Mr. TO~ (Romania): It gives me particular pleasure, on behalf of .the

Preside~t of the Socialist Republic of Romania, to convey to you, Mr. President, as

well as to the SecretarY-General, cordial greetings 3nd best wishes for success in

your highly responsible function: strengthening the role of the United Nations in,

and its contribution to, the solution of crucial iasues of our world.

It is my great privilege, on the instructions of the President of Romania,

Nioolae Ceausescu, to present his thoughts and proposals on the main issues of

international life, which are to be found on the agenda of the current session of

the Gener al AssentJly.

k -'---
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Ro..nia considers that, although in the year which has elapsed since the
preceding session SOMe steps have b~n taken 1n the direction of nuclear

disaraament and the solution through ne90tiations of international disputes, the
situatLon in the world continues to be particularly grave and complex. No radical
turn has been achieved towards peace, security an~ co~perAtion, the increase of
mutual confidence, respect for equality between States, non-interference in thei~

internal affairs, and respect for the independence and sovereignty of each S~ate.

The quantitative and qualitative arms race has continued unabated, stimulated
by research and the development ef new nuclear weapons. Grave conflicts are
continuing in SOI1le parts of the world, constituting potential threats to worl.d
peace and security. The world econOl1lic crisis, which has particularly aggravated
the condition of the developing countries, has resulted in deepening the gap
between the rich and the poor countries and has become a real obstacle to the
progress of all States.

In view of the danger that the arms race presents for the present and the
future or mankind, Romania submitted to the third special session of the General
Assembly devoted to disarmament its considerations and proposals on disarmament
issues and on the course of action that States should take for their solution.

As members know, the special session concluded with no decision, thereby
disregarding the wishos and expectations of the great majority of the peoples of
the world. Ne~e~theless, it st~ongly demonstrated the almostunanirnous decision of
all States an~ ~~ople8 to put an end to the harmful policy of armaments and to
proceed resolutely, before it is boo late, with concrete disarmament measures.

The interests of world peace and security require the United Nations to make
full use of the many proposals and ideas put forward by all States at the special
session, in order further to increase its role in multilateral neqotiations.
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constitutes a grave danger for international peace and security, Romania submits tothe attention of this world for~m the following measures which it believes should
be taken, the adoption by the United Nations of a comprehensive programme for
nuclear and general disarmament, which would take into account the proposals
submitted by all States at the recent special session; the adoption by the General
Assembly of a call on the Soviet Union and the United States of America to conclude
the treaty on the 50 per cent reduction of their strategic weapons at the earliestpossible time, the prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests and the curbing of the
development of all such weapons, as well as of new military technologies and
weapons of mass destruction; the prevent ~ of the extension of the arms race into
outer space and the adoption of measures ,:onducive to the renunciation of the
militarization of outer space, which should be used exclusively for peaceful
purposes; the prohibition and elimination of chemical weapons, along with actions
aimed at reducing and eliminating nuclear armaments; the reduction of military
budgets, including the adoption of unilateral measures and tbe basis setting ofmutual exampl~s; the undertaking of measures conducive to e sizeable reduction in
the number of troops and conventional armaments and military expenditures - in thisrespect, negotiations on conventional disarmament in Europe should start later this
year; encouragement by the United Nations of the creation of zones free of nuclear
and chemical weapons in the Balkans and in other regions of the world; the
strengthening of the role and the c&pacity of the united Nations to act in the
field of peace and disarmament, as well as the role of the Geneva Conference onDisarmament.

_ ..-s------------"'--
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peoples. It also requires repudiation of any action that would contribute to

that work should be continued to identify and clarify the elements which are to

bring to a successful outcome the initiative submitted by Romania at previous

We also believe that, in order to plomote peaceful solutions to disputes and

The creation of a climate of durable peace and security requires resolute

Among the actions to be taken in order to proceed with the implementation of

constitute the background for an international document on the development and

conciliation for the peaceful settlement of disputes. At the same time, we believe

spirit of mutual confidence and respect, and of the need for co-operation among

action by all states to educate peoples, including the young generation, in the

conflicts, the General Assembly should prepare a mandate that would enable it to

strengthening of good-neighbourly relations among states.

sessions on a procedure to establish a commission of good offices, mediation or

expenditures, prepared by the Secretary-General with the assistance of a group of

Nations of the principles to gover~ the negotiation and conclusion of agreements on
the reduction of mili~ry expenditures. Likewise, we propose the adoption of the
report on the economic and social consequences of the arms race and military

BIIS/sc

experts. The report should be brought to the attention of states, negotiating
bodies and public opinion.

concrete disarmament measures, are the finalization and adoption by the United;r .••.. ~

h
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With this in mind, Romania requested the inclusion of a new item en the
egeni I entitled -Responsibility of States to ban in their territory, and to

refrain from instigating or supporting in the territory ef other States,
chauvinistic, racidt and other manifestations that ay cause discord between

peoples and involvement of Governments and the IliaSS media in combating such
manifestations and in educating peoples and youth in the spirit of peaceful
co-operation and international entente, and e~aluation of the implem~ntation of the
Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect nnd
Understanding between peoples·.

Tb this end, Romania submits the following

United Nations programmes should provide that GOvernments will not permit such
manifestations and activities and will not instigate or Bupport such acts on the
territory of other States. At the sane time, United Nations programmes should
emphasize the need to promote measures to educate peoples and the young generation
in the spirit of the noble ideals of peace, mutual respect and understanding among
peoples.

The United Nations should address a call to all States for the adoption of
concrete measures against those political circles and groupings which promote
chauvinism, racism and apartheid and which foster an atmosphere of mistrust between
States, discord between paoples and misinf.ormation ~-a-vis international public
opinion.

WO believe that the Commission for Social Development should be entrusted with
the task of reviewing the implementation of such measures and submitting a report
thereon to the General Assembly at its next session.

-.
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radioactive and toxic wastes are taking place, as well as the responsibility of the

responsibility of states under whose jurisdiction activities resulting in

producing firms, for the damage caused by fraudulent transboundary movements and

possible means, such practices and at prosecuting those responsible for such

A system of universal norms should be established aimed at preventing, by all

following.

the dumpirg of wastes on the territories of ~ther States or in international waters.

territories of other States, usually in less developed countries, or dump them in

the environment and prevention of environmental pollution as a result of the

A dramatic reality of our days, which deeply affects the heal~n and the

Taking into account the fact that the year 1990 wIll mark the twenty-fifth

In order to eradicate this phenomenon, Romania requested the inclusion on the

----------_.--~-------

co-operation for the purpose of resolving the ~rOblem.- TO this end, we submit the

accumulation of toxic and radioactive wastes, and strengthening of international

offences. Specific rules should be adopted which would establish the concrete

an increase in attempts to transfer such wastes abroad and deposit them on the

agenda of a special item entitled: -Responsibility of States for the protection of

the Pro~~ion among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect and Und~rstanding

and polluting substances and wastes continue to accumulate. Lately there has been

between Peo~les, it would be useful to evaluate the practical results of this

environment of OUt planet and of its·peoples~ is the continuous proliferation of
a'1 sources of pollut-ion of the atmosphere, soil, marine environment and outer
space. At the same time, in some countries large quantities of toxic radioactive

NR/mtm

anniversary of the adoption, at the initiative of Romania, of the Declaration on
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Nations Environment Progranne, which would consider the question of a:dopting
certain guideline5 and mandatory norms to be observed by all States.

Preparabory ~rk should be started with a view to convening, in 1992, a second
united Nations Confer(!nce on the HUII~n Environment, which would lay the groundworkfor broad international co-o&e~atien in the field of environmental protection,
taking account of the concerns and proposals of all States.

Romania is deeply concerned about the world economic situation, which
continues to deteri~ate, and the worsening condition of the developing countries,
whose external debt exceeds one ~rillion dollars. The problems of the world
economy cannot be resolved by a few countries alone, however developed ta'1ey maay
be. It requires the active participation of all States. In this light, we submit
the follow 1ng •

The United Nations should make a thorough assessment of the way in which the
principles and the essential provisions of the Declaration and of the Programme of
Action on .;;he Establishment of a New International Econolllic Order, as well as of
the Charter of Economic RiC;hts Md Duties of States, have been implemented. SUch
an assessment could be done next year, in view Ut the fact that, in 1989, 15 years
will have elapsed since their adoption. It should result in the preparation of

the world econom¥ and ensuring conditions for reviving the active role of the

the year 2000.

the monetary and financial system and to democratizing interrwtional financial

developing countries in the gen(!ral process ef economic growth» to restructuring

some guidelifies for United Nations action in the field of the world economy until

In this regard, particular attention should be paid to finding ways and mea~s
for resolving the external debt crisis of the developing countriesJ to revitalizing

• ... Co'.. .. _." ,>•
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trade. to refraining f~om th~ imposition of trade embargoes and other measures of
economic ~erclon on political grounds. and to en~uring unrestricted access by all
States to science and technology.

The General Assembly should call upon all states to assume a greater
responsibility for the present state of the world economy and to engage fully in
genuine negotiations on those issues within the framework of the United Nations.
Such negotiations should be attended by all States, both developed and developing,
and pursue the objective of reactivatin9 the international economic dialogue. They
should be aimed at solving the serious problems of the world economy, eliminating
underdevelopment and restructuring international economic relations on a new, more
just and more equitable basis.

A special body should be established within the United l~ations to deal with
the problem of external debt, and a corresponding organizational structure should
be set up within the United Nations Secretariat, through redistribution of existing
personnel. Such a body would consider the various aspects of the external debt
problem and elaborate specific proposals for solving it, in the multilateral

$

framework offered by the united Nations system.

In line with its general policy of peace and broad co-operation with all
countries, Romania advocates elimination of the use or threat of force in
international relations. It upholds the soluti~n of conflicts and disputes in all
parts of the world solely by political means, through negotiations, and strict

observance of the right of each people to independencp. and free development,
without any interference in its internal affairs and with full respect for its
vital interests.
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-
Along these lines, with regard to the situation in the Middle East, it would

be of particular importance to convene as soon as possible a conference under the
auspices of the United Nations, in which all inte~ested countries should

participate, including the Palestine Liberation Organization and Israel, as well as
the permanent members of the security Council.

We welcome the cessation of the war between Iran and Iraq and we hope that, in
the framework of the nagotiatlons which started under the auspices of the United
Nations, all necesS~ty efforts will be deployed - by e&ch of the two sides - to
find mutually acceptable solutions leading to a final settlement of the Gulf
conflict. Thus a dangerous hotbed and a threat to peace and security in that
region and in the world as a whole would be eliminated.

Romania has been actively supporting ~he national liberation struggle of

peoples and is firmly in favour of the elimination of any neo-colonial policies and
strict observance of the right of every nation to assert itself according to its
own aspirations. In this spirit, we support the efforts made, in accordance with
security Council resolution 435 (1978), for the accession of Namibia to
independence, which would eliminate one more remnant of colonialism. Likewise we
support all initiatives for the peaceful settlement of other problems in the south
and west of Africa~ as well as in other regiona of the world.

we also reiterate our solidarity with and active support for the initiatives
of the people's Democratic Republic of Korea and its political and diplomatic
efforts and actions aimed at the peaceful~ democratic and independent reunification
of Korea.
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The evolution of international events makes it necessary, today more than
ever, that the United Na~ions act with all resolve to strengthen its role and its
contribution, as well as to increase the efficiency of its decisions, in solving
the crucial problems of our world. That would fUlly respond to the aspirations of
all peoples for peace, co-operation, independence and social progress.

TO attain that goal we support the need to improve and simplify the machinery
of the United Nations secretariat and to reduce budgetary expenses. This should be
done, however, in such way that the basic political and economic activities of the
United Nations are not diminished and its democratic structures not affected.

~ that end we should consider whether a larger part of the United Nations
activities could not be organized on a voluntary basis, without financial
implications for the bUdget of the Organization. We oelieve that the General
Assembly's decisions to cut the staff from 15 to 25 per cent could be implemented
at a more speedy pace and that expenses for existing staff be given a mole rational
basis.

In our view, consideration should also be given to the possibility that a

State whoee nationals in the secretariat exceed the quota allotted to it be

requested to cover the expenses incurred for ~at part of its personnel above the
quota.

The final result of the implementation of such measures would be to cut
administrative expenses in half. A part of the resources thus saved could be
allotted to setting up funds intended for specific activities of the United

Nations, mainly for the support of the developing countries, or for other

fundamental objectives incumbent upon the United Nations in solving the major
issues of international life.

While SUbmitting these considerations and proposals, the ~manian delegation
is ready to act in close constructive co-operation with all other delegations, in a
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spirit of mutual receptivity, so that the decisions adopted fully respona to the
trust placed in the united Nations by peoples all over the world. Our actions
should respond to their aspirations for the cessation of the arms race and the
elimination of under-development, for a better world.

As President Nicolae Ceausescu recently emphasized:

"Although the world situation, as a whole, is complex and serious, we share

the c~nfidence that the peoples and the progressive political forces, hava the
necessary strength to change for the better the course of events, to ensure
and impose disarmament, peace and a new economic world order."

From this rostrum I would like to reaffirm the unflinching resolve of the
SOcialist Republic of Romania to act along with the rest of the international
co~~unity, within the framework of the United Nations, for peace, co-operation,

disarmament and security in the world.

Prince SAUD AL-FAISAL (Saudi Arabia) (interpretation from Arabic): It
gives me great pleasure to convey to you, Mr. President, and to the Heads of
delegations participating in this forty-third session of the General Assembly, the
greetings of the Custodian of the TWo Holy Mosques, King Fahd Bin Abdul-Aziz, and
his wishes that God grant you success to accomplish the expectations we all have of
this Organization as the appropriate framework for co-operation among nations and
peoples, an important forum for dialogue and understanding and an effective tool
for the settlement of disputes and handling crises.

The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques was keen to participate in this session,
which coincides with an important juncture in the course of international relations
and in the crucial role of the United Nations, and would have done so had it not
been for the present circumstances which required continuous follow-up of the

-------------------------~.
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issues of peace and security in our region. 1 therefore have tile honour to present
the following statement on his behalf:

"Mr. President, 1 have the pleasure to congratulate you on your election

to the presidency of thi~ session, which reflects the personal esteem you
enjoy and is an expression of the important role your friendly country,

Argentina, plays in the international arena. We are confident that your
competence in conducting the affairs of the General Assembly will provide new
possibilities for dealing with international problems, and we are certain that
your objectivity and far-sightedness will be reflected in the work of this
session.

"I wish also to express our thanks to your predecessor, Mr. Peter Florin,
President at the forty-second session of the General Assembly, for the

objectivity and wisdom with which he conducted the work of the last session,
which has appropriately earned him the appreciation of all.

"I take this opportunity to express our appreciation for the efforts of

the Secretary-General of the united Nations, Mr. Javier Perez de cuellar, for
his continuous endeavours to enhance the opportunities for establishing peace

and to lessen the sources of tension that prevail in various parts of the
world. His personal qualities are without doubt of great influence in this
regard.

NIt gives me pleasure, on the occasion of the awarding of the Nobel Peace
Prize for this year to the United Nations peace-keeping forces, to

congratulate the United Nations, the secretary-General and the members of
these forces and to express our thanks to the countries participating in
them. This appreciation reflects the increasing importance of the role of the
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United Nations in keeping the peace and maintaining it in different parts of

the world.

"Our belief in the principles and objectives of the United Nations as an

interna tional forum where all the peoples and the Governmen ts of the world

gather is firm and has been reinforced over time, despite the complicated

problems and entangled crises from whidl the world suffers. Therefore, we

return every year to the Organization to consider problems and crises and to

co-operate in finding solutions to tham in order to establish an international

cOl1lllunity that enjoys stability and progress and in which justice, secur ity

and peace prevail. We hope that our Organization can work for the

consolidation of the basic objectives for which it was created and for which

the Charter was established, objectives to which we are all committed for the

=

establishment and preservation of world peace, namely, laying the foundations

of equity in relations among States in the political, economic and social

fields •
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"The ahility of the tJnited Nations to continue to serve as a safety

valve, trusted and respected &s regards the preserv~tion and affirmation of
these goals, is dependent, to a large degree, upon its ahi1ity to find

appropriate solutions f~r the problems that threaten international peace and
security.

"At past sessions of the united Nations General Assembly we used to
review the problems and enumerate the dangers and crises they posed. It
seemed to us each time that the world was living under a cloud of ceaseless
conflicts and wars with no peacefUl end, and that the trend towards evil and

its destructive effects would prevail. But today we are seeing a noticeable
breakthrough in many problems and crises and we are seeing thp. distinctive and
important role the United Nations can play in this regard. On a number of
different occasions in the past, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia expressed the
view that the role of this Organization should not be confined to identifying
international conflicts and crises, but should also include the formulation of
realistic concepts that would enable the international community to face up to
the danqers confronting it, and conseauontly to work out solutio"s based on
justice and objectivity. Today, as we are witnessing many breakthroughs in
which the United Nations has played an effective role, we cannot hut mention
the great importance of the work this Organization can do in this respect. We
stress that the conti"uation and consecration of this role cannot be realized
and accomplished unless the Organization can find ways and means to

institutionalize this role throuqh the organs of the United Nations system and
at the core of its political activities, and not simply confine itself to the
improvements in circumstances that take place in super-Power relations
periodically. While we appreciate the importance of the role played hy the
members of the Security Council in making it posslhle to achieve such positive
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developments, we wish to mention a180 the special responsibility that the

permanent IllElllbers bear in this regard, which should co~le_nt the

responsibility of the united Nations, and not, in any event, be an obstacle

to it.

-The breakthroughs on the international scene which we are witnessing

enhances the scope of hope for the accomplish-.nt of increased peace, security

and stability for the benefit of all.

-Lately, relations between the two super-Powers, th, United States and

the Soviet union, have experienced a notiCEable rapprochement, one outcome of

which has been the realization of significant steps in the limitation of

nuclear arms. However, there ought to be a positive and tangible relationship

between the degree of the evolution of relations between the two super-powers

and the role of the united Nations in this regard. Since the rapprochement in

relations between these two Powers has a definitive bearing upon the

opportunities and possibilities for the realization of other positive

developaents in the international arena, such a rapprochement should

constitute a safety valve exercising its important influence whenever

relations between the two super-powers deteriorate so that a direct

confrontation or a change in either of th~ir positions ccn be avoided. On the

occasion of their meeting in Washington last year, I addressed a message in

this regard to the leaders of these two States in which we expressed our hope

for the establishment of a new world order, supported hy thell, based on the

prlnci'})les of solidarity and co-operation between all nations and peoples, in

order to provide security, stability and prosperity to the world.*

* Mr~ Branco, (Sao Tome and Principe), Vice-president, took the Chair.
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·On the other hand, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia considered the

breakthrough witnessed in the Iran-Iraa war as a good beginning for putting an
end to a painful tragedy that had lasted eight years. As soon as it learned
of the decision of tho Secretary-General of the United Nations to fix a

definite date for a cease-fire, with the consent of the two neighbouring
states of Iraa and Iran, it immediately expressed its deep satisfaction and
its great hope that this agreement would he an effective beginning for the
establishment of a permanent and co~rehensive peace in which all the States
and ~oples of the region would enjoy security, stability and constructive
co-operation.

-While welcoming the decision for a cease-fire and the initiation of

direct negotiations, we express our hope that the negotiators will reach

solutions that will help overcome the obstacles by dealing with the points
contained in Security Council resolution 598 (1987), stressing the stability
of the cease-fire and the strengthening of the foundations of peace. We also
hope that the cessation of the fighting between the two parties is a true and
sincere beginning towards the accomplishment of the greater aim, which is the
achievement of the desired permanent peace on the basis of good-neighbourly
and constructive fraternal co-operation. While we appreciate the readiness
Iraa has shown from the heginning to accept Security Council resolution

598 (1987) after it was adopted, and its conseauent readiness for an immediate
cease-fire, which demonstrates to the world the credibility of the Iraai
~overnment in its auest for peace and its earnestness to achieve it, we hope
that the acceptance by Iran of a cease-fire and its participation in direct
negotiations indicates a systematic change in its policy in the region, so
that it will return to being a source of civilization and a pillar of peace,
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stability and secu~ity, which are the respoasihilities of all States in the

region, thus sharing in the message of goodness, brotherhood and friendship,

which are the goals that constitute the essence and the core of the true

message of Islamo
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·We hope to abille by all this. As the Almighty says:

IHelp ye ~~~ another in righteousness ~nd piety

But help ye not one anothe~ in sin and rancour l
•

(The Holy Koran: V:3)

·We also welcomed the Soviet decision to withdraw from Afghanistan and to
leave the destiny of the country in its own hands. We hope that thi~ will
take place accor~ing to plan, that all the obstacles in the way of the
achiever~nt. of full political and economic stability in Afghanistan will
disappear and that, aft&r a glorious struggle of nine years during which it
gave proof of its strong belief in God and of sacrifice in the defence of its
religion and riqhts, a rt;gime which reflects the wishes of its valiant Muslim
people will be estahlished.

·We express our hope for the co-operation of all the parties concerned in
restoring stahility 3nd tranauillity to Afghanistan, because the emergence of
a Government which representa the true Afghan will is the firmest guarantee
that Afghanistan will be the source of pea~~ and stability for all its
neighbours capable of co-operation on a sound basis of mutual interest.

·Th9 Geneva Accords have paved the way for the finding of a comprehensive
solution to the situation in Afghanistan. They confer upon the united Nations
a continued responsihility to work in this direction until final

implementation of the Accords and until the establishment of the desired
transitional Government that will permit the Afghan refugees to return to
their country and give the Afghan people the freedom of self-determination.

·At the same time, we deplore the violations of Pakistanis air space by
the Kahul regime and express once again our apprec1~tion of the great

humanitarian role which the r~vernment and people of Pakistan continue to

'<I: ,
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undertake in hosting 4 million Afghans, who can now look forward to returning
to their homes after Pakistan has bortle their hurdens £0-: all these yean. In
this critical period, Pa~istan has lost its Pres~~~nt, the late

General Mohammad Zia-,ul-Haa, who worked hard in the service of his country, in
supporting the rights of the Afghans and in bolstering the causes of the

Islamic world. With the passing of the President, the Islamic world lost one

of its most zealous and sincere Muslim leaders, one of the most experienced
and well verse~ in the affairs of the Islamic world, as evidenced by his
stands in international ar~nas and at t~~ Islamic summit conferences.

"We are, moreover, following with deep i~terest and appreciation the
breakthrough taking place on the problem of Western Sahara, where the wisdom
and farsightedness of the leaders of the region ha~e enabled the United
Nations to accomplish its constructive role in ending this problem. I had the
pleasure of personally conveying my thanks to both His Majesty King Hassan 11

and nis Excellency President Ched!i bin Jedid for their ~operation and their
successful efforts in settling the situation and narrowing the differences in
the points of ~iew concerning this problem, in the hope of reaching a final
formula and of the coming together of the two States and peoples on the basis
of trust, amity and common effort, for the welfare of the States of the Great
Arab Maghreb.

"With regard to the problem of Cyprus, we have always expressed our

support for the ongoing negotiationB~ under the auspices of the

Secretary-General, to find a solution to this problem which would prot,~t the
hasic interests of the Turkish Cypriot brothers. We are encour£ged by the
fact that some positive signs have emerged, which will, we hope, result in the
desired just solution. One of those signs is the growing underatanding which

_ •..•----------_...._----~~
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"We are also observing with interpAt the effor.ts currently being

has emerged in Greek-Turkish relations and the meetings which have Lecently

"Pe&ce is an indivisible whole. It is a right that should not be the

the auestion that was created in the arena of the United Nations itself,

evil alliance with the Zionist entity in Palestine. It is a regime based on

human values. Its oppressive and tyrannical measures against its hlack

"It is regrettable that, in this atmosphere of breakthrough on different

undertsken to solve the problem of Namibia and to restore' its rights. It is a

the worst in the human soul of selfish traits, grudge and the abandonment of

genuine and will reach their natural conclusion. we also support every effort

problem that threatens stability and peace in Africa and causes great

Africa. We are with them in isolating the apartheid regime and condemning its

African States in resistin~ the oppression inflicted upon the people of South

concern. We hope that th~ indications of the breakthrough taking place are

breakthrough, and the most dangerous of the threats to regional security and

approved by the ~rganization in support of the people of South Africa and in

prohlems confronting the world, the auestion of Palestine and the Middle East,

remains the most dangerous of problems, undermining the progress of this

world peace. It is unfortunate that this problem has not come close~ to hope

preserve of one qroup or be applied to one cause at the expense of another.

deterring aqgression a~ainst its neighbouring ~tates. We stand with the

citizens and its aggression against the peace and security of neighbouring

of a solution one way or another.

FMB/9
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Peace does not stand and does not endure unless it is based upon justice.

Peace is not the acceptance of the status cuo, nor is it a surrender to force
and oppression, which do not create a right or establish peace. Tbe Kingdom

of Saudi Arabia has always believed that no real peace can prevail in the

Middle East unless a just and permanent solution to the Palestinian problem,
which is the core of the struggle taking place in the region, is found. Those
who imagine that the passing of time is a guarantee that the status auo will
become an ~ccepted fact seem to forget that the rights of peoples in their

countries do not fade with the lapse of time and are never forfeited by

forgetfulness. The Palestinians, after waiting for ove~ 40 years without any
glimmer of hope for a just peace, found only the stones of their land with
which to express their rights and their rejection of the Israeli oppression.

"Israel thought that by its continuous oppressive actio~s it could
separate the Palestinians fLom their roots while they we~e on their own land
and erase their history from the memory of their new generations, as well as
f~om the annals of history. Then the Intifadah came, a revolution against
oppression, a reminder that right never dies, and a daily and unanimous action
for their just demands. Through its determination and sacrifices the uprising
has been able to create a new reality, proclaiming its identity and vitality
on both the local and the international level. With over nine months having
passed since its heginning, it is clear that the Israeli violence has only
reinforced its determination and that the logical result of the impossibility

of things remaining as they are is the need for a movement towards a change.
the Intifadah has put an end to the false belief in the permanence of the

status auo and killed the illusion that Israel worked to create in regard to
the auestion of Palestinian representation, it has at the same time paved the
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way for concerted action aimed at attaining a just and permanent solution to

the Palestinian prOhlem. Th~ blood of the m~rtyrs and the sufferings of the

victims are too dear to be sauandered or uselessly lost, therefore there

should be a conscious movement for the uprising of the Palestinian people to

realize its desired objectives. The Palestinians have given all they can for

peace and nothing demonstrates this better than the speech delivered recently

by Mr. Yassir Arafat, the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine

Libe.ration Organization, in Strasbourg.

"The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has freauently expressea its full support

and continued backing for whatever the Palestine Liberation Organization, as

the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, considers for

the realization of its legitimate rights and the estahlishment of an

independent State on its land and the right to self-determination. The

Kingdom will continue its efforts in this di~~tion according to what the

Palestine Liberation Organization will decide and consider to be a realization

of those goals.

"As Chairman of the Arab Gulf Co-operation Council during its current

session I sent messages to the leaders of the States permanent memhers of the

Security Council to draw it to their attention that these developments do

reauire of all parties a more realistic re-evaluation of the situ~tion and a

better perception of the dimensions of what is taking place in the occupied

Arab territories, so that an end may be put to this tragedy in all its

dimensions and all it entails in dangers, concerns and threats to security,

peace and stahility. A result will not be found except through a

~omprehensive and just solution to the Palestinian problem through the

con,'eniog of an international peace conference on the Middle East as the
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ideal means for realizing such a solution. It is worthy of mention that the
two Arab Summit Conferences which took place in Amman and Algiers adopted a
clear position towards supporting the convening of an international conference
withcut pre-conditions.

-If the auestion of Palestine is our primary concern, the problem of Holy
Jerusalem cOfistitutes, in our view, the core of the Palestinian problem. In
this regard the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia renews its support for the necessity
to preserve the Islamic and Arab character of Jerusalem and to restore the
Holy City to Arab sovereignty, so that it will return to being, as it always
used to be, the gathering place fc,r the faithful of all the divine religions
and a sanctuary for forgiveness and creative coexistence between the different
religions.

"As for Lebanon, we hope ~hat God will guide its people to be able to
provide a suitable climate for free and fair elections~ emanating from the
will of the Lebanese people and based on the present ,'onstitutional formula,
so that a president may be elected who will endeavour to unify and to preserve
the independence of the Lebanese territory and people and so that the shadow
of the division which threatens Lebanon will fade away, denying continuous
Israeli attempts to exploit these circumstances and to persist in perpetrating
its aggression and occupying Lebanese territo~y.

"While in international relations we are witnessing the beginning of
different regional breakthroughs, we notice the conti"ued deterioration of the
economic situations of the developing countries, in spite of some positive
signs witnessed recently in international economic relations. The
industrialized states have been able to realize a greater amount of
co-ordination botween their economic policies, a fact whioh has allowed a

------------_._-
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relative stability in the exchange rate of the major currencies as well as thQ

achievement of healthy rates in economic growth, while the economic

circum3tanc~s in many developing countries have continued to deterio~ate as a

result of a continuous decrease in the prices of their primary commodities and

an increase in the price of their imports of manufactured goods, as well as an

increase in their debt hurdens in a way which seriously threatens the course

of their development.
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"It was hoped, at the commencement of the Uruguay round of multilateral
trade negotiations, that the terms of international trade would be corrected,

that the protectionist tendencies would be reversed and that the trend towards

freeing world trade in a meaningf\ll way would be reaffirmed. But so far no

tangible action on the part of the industrialized States has been forthcoming

to eliminate the barriers which they have established on their im~rts from

developing States. It is clear that some industrialized States are seeking to

depr ive the developing countr iee of many of the tr.:1Oe preferences reqUired by

their development circumstances.

"It was hoped also that the initiatives aimed at easing the international
debt burden of many of the poor developing countries would take a positive

direction at the meetings of the International Monetary Fund (]MF) and the

World Bank currently taking place in Berlin. But in this regard, there have

not so far been any tangible results on the part of the industr ialized

countries, and this leads to a lose of hope among the developing countries

participating in the Berlin meeting.

"While we welcome the progress achieved by the industrialized States in

co-ordinating their economic policies, we express our apprehension at the
continued deterioration of the economic situation in developing countries,

many of which are facing heavy indebtedness on the one hand and a weak

economic-growth rate on the other. That is a result of the failure to achieve

practical measures to reduce the debt burden as well as of the continued

custom and administrative barriers imposed on their exports to the

industrialized States - which makes it very diffi.cult to attain a reasonable
level of growth .1n the developing cot:ntries. Therefoi:eg while we emphasize
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the importance of expediting debt-relief measures for the developing
countries, we also stress the importance of eliminating custom and

administrative barriers and of giving developing countries the opportunity of
promoting their exports to the inciustr ialized States. We believe that that is
the exemplary way to help the developing countries to correct their economic
development, and at the same time would benefit the industriali~ed countries
themselves, because this means a real contr ibution to the expansion of world
trade.

-The deterioration in the situations of many of the developing countries

has increased as a result of a number of natural disaste~s which have taken
the lives of thousands of per sons and left millions of the. j homeless in many

regions of t:.'1e world - and the majority of them were women, chilaren and the
elderly. We expressed our deep sorrow at the devastation suffered by Sudan
and Bangladesh as a result of the destructive floods. We declared our full
solidarity with the two fraternal peoples, and we have put at their disposal
all that we can offer in emergency humanitarian assistance. The citizens of
the Kingdom of saudi Arabia immediately made - and have. continued to make -
generous contributions to the relief committees in the different parts of the
Kingdom, which have enabled them to carry out their humanitarian duties

towards the two fraternal peoples.

-Even a cursory glance at the extent of the suffering endured by many

developing countries as a result of natural disasters clearly shows the
important need for solidarity with them and for helping them to overcome their
predicament. At the same time, it demonstrates that the ability to face such
catastrophes is linked to the economic strength of these States; and yet we
realize that most of the States susceptible to such catastrophes are the
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weakest economically and the poorest. That truth leads us to an increased
awareness of the problems of development and not to neglect of its

humanitarian dimension. It also requires us to acknowledge that our
solidarity with the afflicted States cannot be confined to alleviating the

suffering of the affected peoples, but, rather, should continue so that these
States may overcome their predicament and stand on their feet, so that they
may prevail on the ir pa th to development.

-The breakthrough witnessed in international relations clearly

demonstrates the importance cIf the role of the united Nations in the

development of international relations. We are confident that the success
achieved by the Organization through that breakthrough entitles it, at the
same time, to expect our trust as it deals with the problems 0:: development in
a comprehensive and integrated Malnner, without neglecting the humanitarian
side of international economic co-operation.

liThe Kingdom of saudi Arabia, whose pri".ciples der ive from its

compassionate Islamic Shariah and its Hanif faith, which call for peace,

justice, equality and brotherhood, has forged for itself the path of peace
that originates from these pr~cepts and sublime values and from its belief in
the principles and purposes for which the United Nations was created. The
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is continuing to play its role and to shoulder its

responsibilities in every endeavour to achi~ve a just peace and to take a
char.itable course. It will continue to ~-ork side by side with all the

peace-loving States to eliminate the shadows of war and develop friendly
relations and fruitful co-operation between peoples, as well as to establish
an international society where justice and peace prevail.
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-From that standpoint, the decision of the Kingdom of saudi Arabia to

accede to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear weapons, as a

contribution on its part to the consolidation of this peaceful objective,

reflects its intention to work within the framework of the efforts being

undertaken by the United Nations in this regard. While the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia urges other States to sign the Treaty, it hopes that this action will

not be merely voluntary but a basic ~equirement of international dealings. It

also wishes to stress in this regard that the possession of nuclear weapons by

States which do not respect the rules of international behaviour and

international agreements and refuse to sign and adhere to the nuclear

non-proliferation Treaty, such as Israel, constitutes in fact a dangerous

threat to international peace and security, especially in light of the

development of the Israeli nuclear and military capabilities in a manner that

is consider.ed to be a source of direct threat to the peace and security of the

region.

-,";
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"Terrorism is one of the problems posing the greatest danger to the

safety, peace and stability of &ocieties. The-spread of this phenomenon

throughout the international community has led to the distu~bance of

international relations and to increased anxiety, tension and trouble. The
Kingdom of saudi Arabia has contributed, with all the means at its disposal,
to efforts aimed at combating it and pre~enting its destructive effects. In

this regard the decree issued by the Council of the High Ulerna of the Kingdom

of Saudi Arabia imposing the death penalty upon terrorists, saboteurs and

subversives - a decree supported by the Ulema itself and by jurists, Imams and
Great Muftis in the Islamic world - is a sign of the Kingdom's determination

and underscores our well-known firm stand against a phenomenon that has begun
to spread through the world and to pose a threat to the foundations of a
stable society.

"The position of the Kingdom of saudi Arabia with respect to the

phenomenon of terrorism accords with the positions adopted in this regard by
the summits of the Organization of the Islamic Conference and the League of

Arab States. Moreover, while joining in the call for an international

conference under united Nations auspices to define terrorism, we stress the
need to draw a distincti~n between terrorism which aims to destroy society by
striking at its roots, and the right of peoples to defend their existence and
struggle for freedom and sovereignty when they have been subjected to

occupation, domination, oppression and persecution in disregard of all

international principles and norms.

"The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is presiding over the current session of the

Arab Gulf Co-operation Council; we are proud to belong to that Council, which
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was established in conformity with the charters and resolutions of the League
of Arab States and the Organization of the Islamic Conference as well as in
accordance wi th the principles of the Non-Aligned Movement and the Charter of
the United Nations. The Council has played an effective and constructive role

in promoting political, economic, security, social and cultural co-operation
among its member States. While the Gulf Co-operation Council expresses the

free will of those States and reflects co-operation among them in the context
of a common perception of their national interests, it is not in fact a bloc
against anyone, but rather a positive factor for stability in the region.

"At the beginning of my statement I referred to the great potential of
the United Nations in the context of the breakthroughs we have witnessed in
many current international problems, breakthroughs in which the

Secretary-General personally has had a significant role in bringing about.
The success of the United Nations in achieving further breakthroughs in the
international arena will unquestionably be linked to its capacity to
consolidate and structure this trend and make it an integral part of the
political work of the Organization.

"If in the early part of my statement I concentrated on the subject of
conflicts and what has been accomplished by way of breakthroughs in the
international arena it is because the main concern in our region is the

achievement of peace and because we are aware, as others ought to be, that
instability anywhere is a threat to security everywhere.

"The time has come for all of us to bring our thinking into line with
contemporary reality and to recognize that all our efforts for the betterment
of the life of mankind will be in vain if. just and lasting peace remains
beyond our grasp.
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-The interests of States have become common and intertwined to such a
degree that there are no longer any limited conflicts whose effects can be

confined to the parties directly involved. We are all partners in the ebb and
flow, in good and evil, in war and peace, in prosperity and adversity and in

development and underdevelopment. Let us all work together for peace.
"May peace and the blessings of God be bestowed upon you.-

Mr. MOCK (Austria): It is with great pleasure that I congratulate
Mr. Caputo on his election to the presidency of the General Assemly. That
election is a recognition of his own personal status, and also honours his country,
Argentina.

Let me also convey our sincere thanks to his predecessor, Mr. Peter Plorin,
who presided so ably over the General Assembly at its forty-second session.

A special tribute must ~lso go to the secretary-General. His untiring efforts
to promote peace and international co-operation have been instrumental in the
achievement of impressive breakthroughs in a number of regional conflicts. The
Secretary-General's unflinching commitment to the principles and purposes of the

of the secretary-General as an essential factor not only in securing international

namely the establishment and preservation of peace. The merits of this world

Organization he has been called upon to lead ought to inspire all of us assembled

-
\~
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Organization and, in particular, its Socret4ry-General, have again been universally

peace but also in advancing the progress of mankind.

Rarely before have we seen a more lively demonstration of what the United
Nations can in fact achieve, as it pursues at an accelerated pace its major goal,

here. Austri& welcomes the turning-point in the perception of tha united Nations,
as it has always favoured the strengthening of the Organization and of the position

-
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recognized. The award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the United Nations peace-keeping

expect the United Nations not only to continue but also to expand its peace-keeping
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It is therefore of paramount importance that the United Nations rests on a

sound financial basis which in turn is sn indispensable pre-eondition for
successful operations. A prolongation of the present financial crisis would
cr ipple the prospects for new and more significant steps on the long and winding
road towards reform and improvement of the Organization's p~ocedures and
practices. Reform is an oogoing and continuous process for which the Member States
and the managers of the various programmes of the United Nations system are equally
responsible. I am pleased to note that various measures taken by the
Secretary-General have already perceptibly increased the efficiency and
effectiveness of the United Nations.

In past years we hesrd a lot about the United Nations crisis. Some voices
even went so far as to predict the end of l,ultilateralism. Certainly, we have to
admit that United Nations activities still lack the essential financial
underpinning. But the political crisis seems to be over. We see tcday a
resurgence of multilateral diplomacy undet the auspices of the United Nations. The
Secretary-General has skilfully taken advantage of the prevailing new internationalclimate.

Within the time-span of a new months agreements on Afghanistan were signed) a
truce in the Gulf war was achieved» direct talks and negotiations between Iraq andIran are under way; agreement was reached between the leaders of the two
conununities of Cyprus to reopening their dialogue; a solution of the question of
western Sahara was agreed upon in principle by those concerned; and, finally, the
United Nations may well be about to play a vital part in the release of Namibia toindependence.

--------------~
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Peace-keeping operations are among the success stories of the United Nations.

the troop contributors, as the compensation offered by the united Nations never

It is high time for a solution to be found to rectify this anomaly. we therefore

Let me state this unambiguously: Austria has always believed in the United

the case notably vi th the United Nations peace-keeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) 0

to discriminate against the cyprus operation merely for historical reasons and one

Austria did not hesitate to participate in peace-keeping activities when it

proud of the role the United Nations is playing today in peace-making and

covGrs all the cost the troop contributor incurs. It is simply unfair to continue

was asked to do so. It is our eKperience, however, that in soma cases troop

in ~.~h((! Middle East and - since a few mnths ago" also in Afghanistan and Pakistan,

Austrian soldiers are serving in cyprus, on the Galan Heights, at various locations

peace-keeping and will continue fully to support these activities in an

The participation in a peace-keeping operation always entails considerable cost for

contributors have to shoulder a disproportionately heavy financial burden. This is

internatic,al scenario marked primarily by a new East-West relationship.

25,000 Austrians have worn the blue helmet. At present close to a thousand

PlCB/ljb

I am deeply convinced that Austria's participation in, and commitment to,
peace-keeping operations is one of the most effective ways in which a neutral

Nations and its potential for the solution of international crises. My country is

country can make its contribution to the preservation of peace. More than
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hope that the Secretary-Gene&:'al's end2avours to have the financing of UNFICYP based
on assessed contr ibutions by the ~mbersh ip at large will be successful in the year
to come. *

Despite continued outrageous violations of human rights in many parts of the
world, progress was achieved in the promotion and protection of human rights.
Often we restrain ourselves from pinpointing specific situations in order not to
jeopardize the maintenance of a dialogue which is a prerequisite for further
positive developments in this area.

The tenth of December will mark the ~ortieth anniversary of the proclamation
of the Universal Declaration of Human r~ghts. The completion of the time-span of
four decades since the adoption of that Magna Carta of all mankind is an
appropriate moment for reflection on the remarkable achievements that have been
made in the human rights field, the serious shortcomings that still persist in manyareas and the challenges that lie ahead.

Looking back to the origins of the Universal Declaration one must pay tribute
to the courage and vision of its drafters, who were motivated by the ardent desire
that the appalling disrespect for human life and dignity they had witnessed during
thei&:' lifetime should never be repeated. Most regrettably, those rights are stillviolated to a large extent throughout the world.

In Austria's view the aim of the protection of human rights is to ensure the
dignity of the human person, to safeguard his social a~d economic well-being and to
allow for the free devel.opment of his entire personality. We hold the opinion that
all human rights are indivisible and interrelated. The dignity of the human being
cannot be guaranteed, if the necessa~y economic, social and cultural pre-conditions

*The President returned to the Chaie.

_ .....!I••,,--~----~--------
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do not exist. However, adverse economic and social conditions can never justify

the denial of civil and political rights.

The Declaration led to the adoption of a new approach concerning human rights

whereby the community of nations recognized that respect for the human rights and

fundamental freedoms of the individual was no longer within the exclusive domain of

national governments, but was a matter of concern for the international community

at large. This conviction is shared by Austria: expressions of concern that human

rights are not observed in a certain State cannot be considered as interference in

the domestic affairs of that particular state. On the other hand issues of human

rights ought not to be brought before united Nations organs to be used exclusively

for political purposes.

Let us now assess some of the major achievements of the United Nations in the

human rights field: first, the "common standard~ laid down by the Universal

Declaration has been refined and elaborated in an impressive array of international

instruments, for which the Declaration provided an inexhaustible source of

inspiration. Important mechanisms have been developed within the Organization, or

within special treaty bodies, in order to monitor the implementation of

international human rights law.

\
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Suffice it to mention the International COIIenants on human rights, the

International Convention on the Elimination of All Fbrms of Racial Discrimination
and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment, which have introduced sophisticated international control mechanisms.

I wish to pay a special tribute to the Commission on Human Rights and its
subsidiary organs - in particular, its special rapporteurs, who relentlessly
endeavour to identi fy various violations of human rights and propose ways to
imprOlle particular situations. It is not the fault of the United Nations if the
implementation of human rights norms remains imperfect.

Let me highlight only a few of the problems confronting us. The question of
the human rights of all persons subjected to any form of detention or imprisonment
is still of the greatest concern. It is precisely when a person is totally in the
power of others that the worst human rights abuses occur: flagrant denial of all
human values, ranging from disrespect for the individual's personal dignity through
different stages of degrading, inhuman and cruel treatment to the most atrocious
and sophisticated means of physical and mental abuse, and finally to the deliberate
<::~ctinction of human life. The entry into force of the Convention against torture,
to which Austr ia has become a party, is certainly Cl major step forward in combating
that particularly serious and, regrettably, widespread violation of human dignity.
A convention against torture has been elaborated within the Council of Europe
providing for a system of per iodic visi ts by independent experts to places of
detention or imprisonment. Since we believe in the universality of human rights, I
should like to suggest that such a system of preventive visits be created on aglobal bas is.

Regrettably, intolerance, discrimination and even persecution on the grounds
of religion or belief, continue in today's world on a large scale. Freedom of
religion and belief is, however, a central element in the freedom of the human

_lm•••••a..ilJ••••••---------------
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being. Where this freedom is denied all other fundamental freedoms are in danger.

In this context, we place a high value on and consider important the

inter-confessional dialogue, based as it is on recognition of the inherent dignity

of the human person, as a means further to strengthen human rights.

In order to facilitate concerted action by the international community in this

field, the 1981 Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of

Discrimination based on Religion or Belief should be supplemented by a binding

international instrument.

The freedom of minorities of all kinds - ethnic, religious or linguistic - to

preserve their specific heritage is another important human rights issue. Such

minorities should be regarded not as elements for friction within a State or

between States, but, on the contrary, as an enrichment of the States in which they

live, as bridges between nations.

To our most sincere regret there are cases - unfortunately, in Europe, too -

where policies are put into effect which are designed to stifle the economlc,

, social and, in particular, cultural development of persons belonging to minorities,

leaving many of them no other choice than to seek refuge in foreign countries.

Austria deplores such developments, which in fact are leading to the destruction of

centuries-old cultures. Uprooting minorities, apart from the human suffering it

entails, will further diminish our common cultural heritage. I wish to express the

sincere hope of the Austrian Government that such policies will be reconsidered by

those responsible fo~ them, in the spirit of good-neighbourliness. We believe that

the Third Committee ought to address this rssue.
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Rela ted to the issue of human rights is the struggle against drug abuse and

illicit drug trafficking. In June of last year a WOrld Conference on the issue was
convened in Vienna. The participating States decided upon a comprehensive strategy
document and issued a declaration. Work is at present under way on drafting a new
convention against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.
The convention will be finalized at a conference of plenipotentiaries to be held in
Vienna in December. Thus, important signals are being given that the internationalcommunity considers the fight against drugs a priority area of international
co-operation.

At the same time, h~Jever, we must take care that the United Nations bodies
dealing with drug abuse control which have to take on additional responsibilities
are adequately staffed. Similar considerations are valid in respect of the crime
prevention and social research areas of the Secretariat.

We witness a growing awareness of global social dimensions, especially with
regard to the interrelationship of economic and social progress. Social policiesand social developnent must be at the heart of our concerns in the years to come.
The capacity of the United Nations to respond to the increasingly important
challenges of social concerns, the advancement of women, youth-related questions
and qU,>8 tions of the elderly or disabled, mus t be fur ther consolida ted and
strengthened.

A further important topic at each session of the General Assembly is
disarmament and arms control, issues which I addressed quite recently in my
statement on 2 June this year at the third special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament. I shall therefore, restrict myself to one particularlyurgent question: the conclusion of a chemical weapons convention. The

.----------------
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co-operation of the chemical industries in all countries and the readiness of all

States possessing chemical weapons to destroy their stocks under appropr iate

international verificati"", and renounce their future production or aCXIuisi tion,

are essential elements in that endeavour •
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Austria attaches the highest priority to the comprehensive and verifiable

eli~ination of chemical weapons. With a view to contributing to the realization of

th41t aim, I recall that Austr ia is ready and would be pleased to be the host to a

new mechanism to be established by the chemical weapons convention. Vienna already

hosts the International Atomic Energy Agency (IABA), which has at its disposal

highly qualified experts in the field of monitoring and verification. We should

take advantage of that.

In this context, I wish to refer to the statement I made on 14 Apr 11 at the

Conference on Disarmament. I referred to the neea for all States to ptO'lide, at

the earliest possible date, detailed infor~ation on their actual arsenals, their

ohemical-weapons production facilities, and all other chemical-industry facilities

that might fall under the future cnemical weapons convention. The Austr ian

delegation, in consultation with other delegations, intends to pursue an initiative

in that respect.

The Conference on Disarmament, in Geneva, has done essential work in drafting

such a convention. Austria is actively following those efforts and is co-operating

in the work of the Conference. I remind the Assembly that Austr ia is a candida te

for memership of that important body, which, in disarmament matters, acta as the

trustee of the international community. Finally, as a signatory to the Geneva

Protocol of 1925, my country notes with interest the United States' proposal to

convene a meeting of all the signator ies to that document.

The third follow-up meeting of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in

Europe, currently taking place In Vienna, has entered its final phase. By now,

there is a realistic chance of consensus, in the coming weeks, among the 35

participating States on a substantial concluding document - consensus based on the

important proposals offered by the neutral and non-aligned countries •
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We hope that this opportunity will be seized. It would reinforce the
credibility and dynamism of the Conference by contributing to fuller implementation
of past commitments and by providing for a programme of new reforms and areas of
co-operation. Concrete new provisions should make possible the removal of more of
the barriers between the peoples of East and West. The enjoyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms, and the ability to meet and communicate freely with one
another, continue to be vital to the attainment of the Europe we are aiming for.

Negotiations on oonfidence- and security-building measures, as well as on
conventional forces, are to be part of the outcome of the Vienna meeting. We are
conscious of an increasing awareness of the urgent need to address the existing
imbalances in conventional forces in Europe. In this respect a rapid conclusion of
the Vienna meeting would also be of great importance.

Given its specific geopolitical position and its deeply rooted commitment to
democracy and to the observance of human rights, Austria's European policy is
guided by two priori ties. On the one hand we pursue our traditional policy of
good-neighbourliness towards our Eastern European friends, with whom we maintain
close and friendly relations. On the other hand, Austria is traditionally deeply
involved in the ongoing European integration process. Therefore we are striving

for full participation in the emerging unified internal market of the European
Communities. Moreover, we do not exclude the option of future membership, while
maintaining our sta tus of permanent neu trali ty.

Now I would like to say some words on our relations with Italy. OUr bilateral
relations also have been deepening continuously during the last year, and their
present state can be described as excellent.
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Following the tradition of past yeaJrs, I would like, however, to state that
the political importance of the South-Tyrol question in Austro-Italian I:elations

remains unchanged. On the basis of the relevant resolutions of the General
Assembly adopted in 1960 and 1961, Austria and Italy agreed, in 1969, on a new

arrangement for South Tyrol's autonomy. Whereas, in past years, Austria was

oompelled to express its concern about the delays in the realization of the

so-called "package" of 1969, 1: am now in a position to report impcrtant and

substantial progress, which brings this long-lasting dispute closer to solution.

On 13 May 1988 the Italian Government approved certain measures to implement
the package, including the granting of equal status for the use of the German
language before court and police authorities, which is of fundamental importance
for the protection of the German-speaking minority. Austria assumes that the

relevant decree, and two- other regUlations that still require the approval of the
Italian Parliament. will sOQn oome into force.

If we succeed in solving the outstanding questions, with a view to completing
and safeguarding the auto.nomy of South Tyrol, we will also further enhance the

ability of all ethnic groups tj) live toget.ller in a small but sensi tiv.e part of

Europe, which has suffered many conflicts throughout its history. The fact that

This ia a year of hope. We have witnessed a number of major and quite

Nations as a peace-generating force.

the respective measures are being carried out in accordance with General Assembly

, ,
• 4# • '. '. • • ' .... ' .' ~ •

unexpected breakthroughs as regards the resolution of regional conflicts. I have

altogether unrealistic to hope for peaceful solutions ~ international conflicts.

already mentioned them. The United Nations has thus shown the world that it is not

resolutions 1497 (XV) and 1661 (XVI) underlines the importance of the United

-
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While there is promising progress in certain areas, the situation in the
Middle East has unfortunately not improved since the last session of the General

AssenOly.. On the contrary, the events in the occupied territories in recent months
and the deplorable behaviour of the occupying Power have once again focused world

attention on the urgent need to achieve a just and lasting settlement. The

situation remains volatile. Stability in the region is further threatened by the
continuous bllild-up and increasing sophistication of armaments. In order to
decrease mutual fear and suspicion, all States in the area should accede to the

Non-Proli fers tion Treaty (NPT) and should submi t all the ir nuclear facili ties to
inspection by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards regime.
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In the view of my Government, the only way to arrive at a just and lasting
solution is by convening an international peace conference on the Middle East under
the auspices of the united Nations, taking into account the necessity of withdrawal
from occupied territories and the respect for the right of all states to exist

within secure and internationally recognized boundaries. The recent developments
in the area should bring new momentum into the search for peace and allow the

Palestinian people, as represented by the Palestine Liberation Organization,
finally to play its legitimate role in this endeavour. Forty years after the

establishment of the State of Israel provided for in resolution 181 (11), we might
finally witness the Palestinian Arab people create their own State.

Ten years after the adoption of Security Council resolution 435 (1978), the
people of Namibi.a may well enter a new phase of their history, joining the

community of sovereign nations. The independence of Namibia, for which the United
Nations has accepted special responsibility, would be a prime aChievement.

As far as the United Nations Transition Assistance Group is concerned, Austria
is prepared to participate with a police contingent and would consider making
additional personnel available fo~ other tasks related to the transition of Namibia
to independence.

In this connection, it is not necessary to reiterate that Austria remains
fully committed to the cause of freedom and dignity for the people of southern
Africa. Austria strongly rejects and firmly condemns apartheid. We are convinced

that only the eradication of apartheid can lead to a peaceful solution.

As far as the situation in Kampuchea is concerned, 1988 brought some progress
in the search for a political solution. The Jakarta informal meeting provided for
the first time a framework for informal discussions among the parties directly
involved and other concerned countries. There seems to be a sincere willingness on

..------------_..--._----
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necessary adjustments in current changes in the world economy, such as technical

and of effectively combating all forms of protectionism is highly valued by
Austria. Protectionism is nothing less than the unjustifiable refusal to make

and Trade. The changing realities and the impressive gain .0£ importance of new

The United Nations remains the only comprehensive international forum for

trade flows and sectors, however, continue to pose considerable challenges. The

principles still remains to be done, the common acceptance of these principles in

principles has been achieved. Although much of the work of implementing the

international economic co-operation has clearly been demonstrated by the success of

The situation in Central America has been on our agenda for a number of

A tangible expression of economic interdependence is international trade. A

i tsel f consti tu tes impor tan t progress •

large part of world trade has been liberalized in the General Agreement on Tariffs

ambitious goal of the Uruguay Round of opening up markets in a series of new fields

where a comprehensive and far-reaching political consensus on guiding economic

forum for activities designed to assist the parties involved.

years. The problems of the area are still far from any agreed comprehensive

problem through negotiations. Notwithstanding the progress made, there is however

co-operating in the spirit of good-neighbourliness can successfully address the

BBS/PLJ

co-operation on economic and interrelated matters. The effective potential of

all sides to identify areas of common ground, and agreement to solve the Kampuchean

chaired by Leopold Gratz, President of the Austrian Parliament, could be a useful

still a long way to go. Therefore, the International Conference on Kampuchaa,

b
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development, structural in'balances of demcnd and supply and, last but not least,
the appea:ance of new competito~s. The mid-term review of the Uruguay-Round will,
we hope, enable ministers to spur on negotiations in this spirit.

As concerns the continuing debt problem of a large number of countries,
Austria commends and further encourages measures such as: impr~ed debt
rescheduling with official creditors, innovative debt arrangements with private
creditors, and national policies vigorously mobilizing national and international
resources by enhancing confidence, creditworthiness, market access and new

investment. The recommenc!ations of the Toronto summit meeting in favour of the
poorest debtor countries constitute an important act of solidarity. Austria will
fUlly support them.

The necessary adjustment in a changing world econoMf 8g9ravated by the debt
burden requires adequate financing. The international financial institutions are
to be given credit for their pace-making role in this context. The c~pital

increase of the World Bank and the African Development Bank, ta"1e estatbl;' ',: ""'ut of
the Enhanced Structural 1ldjustment Facility and, most recently, the Compensatory

.. .' ". • I- '. • • •. ..'

utmost importance as a signal to private capital markets, encouraging them to join
the cOlMOn effor ts •

and Contingency Financing Facility of the International Monetary pund, provide the
needed financial basis for the most urgent remedies. In addition, they are of

•
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Austria attaches great importance to the success of the United Nations

Concerted action is called for if we want to maintain or restore the ecological

Dramatic changes in our environment - such as the depletion of the ozone layer

the ministerial level to review the process of the ongoing work in this field.

problems of global dimension - may seriously threaten mankind's very existence.

the initiative of the Norwegian Government concerning the holding in 1990, in

The environment has been a top-ranking issue on our agenda for many years.

Austria strongly supports an effective follow-up of this report within the global

and the greenhouse effect, to mention only two of the most serious environmental

level of global consciousness of the interrelation of environment and development

and regional framework of the Uni ted Nations system. We welcome in this context

responsibility for the environmental consequences of our activities. In the past

and the imperative need for making the transition towards sustainable development.

year the report of the Brundtland Commission has been instrumental in raising the

co-operation with the R-conomic Commission for Europe, of a regional conference at

is based on a new and realistic policy consensus. However, as the

Ad Hoc Committee which undertook a mid-term review of the Programme, the continuing

future. Its assessment and recommendations reflect the urgent need as well as the

P~ogramme and to assist African States, many of which have instituted commendable

The rapid deterioration of our environment has created a new sense of

Progra~~ of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990, which

willingness of its participants to undertake further efforts to implement the

secretary-General pointed out in his valuable report for the recent session of the

NR/bg

gravity of the economic situation in Africa requires further urgenc measures. The
successful outcome of tha;; session should provide an important impetus for the
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I am pleased to recall at this point Austria's active contdbution to the

elaboration of the Vienna Convention for the Protection of ~lillQ OZone Layer, which
we have ratifiQd, and of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that deplete the ozoneLayer, which we have signed recently. Austria has also hosted several high-ranking
scientific meetings under the auspices of the United Nations Environmental
Programme, the World Meteorological Organization and the International Council for
Scientific Unions on carbon dioxide emissions, which reflects our grave concern
about the climatic changes. We hope that the elaboration of a protocol on the
control and reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions will take us another important
step fo~ward in ~~e implementation of the Convention on Long-Range Transhoundary
Air Pollution.

It is our primary task to perform pragmatic and efficient day-to-day work.
This should not, however, preclude our having a vision of the !-uture. We must
combine our forces in order jointly to master the challenges of ~he future.
Therefore I should like to end my statement with some appropriat\! lines by
Alfred Lord Tennyson:

~"We dip into the future, far as human eyes can see,
See the vision of the world and all the wonder that shall b~,

Hear the war-drum throb no longer, see the battle flags all furled

see you in the Chair as President of the forty-third session of the General

In the parliament of man, the federation of the world.·
Mr. van den BROEK (Netherlands); Sir, it gives me particular pleasure to

ahead.

Assembly of the United Nations. We know that under your guidance this gathering is
in good hands. My deleg& tion looks forward to co-opera ting wi th you in the mon ths

. .•• ~.. ~
"J~•
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At the beginning of this week my friend and colleague, Mr. Papoulias, the
Foreign Minister of Greece, set out before the Assembly the views of the 12 memer
States of the European Community - including the Netherlands - on a wide range of
international issues. This enables me to concentrate on two major issues that

deserve our common attention: the role of the uni ted Nations in the prolOOtion of
peace~ justice and international law and its significance in the field of human
rights. On both SUbjects I should like to make a few suggestions.

Earlier this lIOilth, in the presence of the secretary-General, a ceremony in
coDllllemoration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Peace Palace, the seat of the
International Court of Justice, was held in The Hague. I was intrigued by a Latin
phrase on the wall of the large courtroom: "Arm togae c:edant", this is, "May

weapons yield to law". One could hardly think of a more appropriate motto for the
present Assembly session than Cicerois dictum. The Assembly convenes at a crucial
juncture. In different parts of the world, fOT-ce is giving way to negotiations,
and more and more voices are calling for the supremacy of the rule of law. The
United Nations may well be about to assume the role its founders envisaged.
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The united Nations Charter enbodies the bold vision of a world-wide system of
collective secur ity, with the secur ity Council as iu pivot. As Dag Rantnarskjold
once pointed out, the united Nations reflects at the same time an aspiration and a
falling short of that aspiration. But, he added, the persistent struggle to close
the gap between aspiration and actual accomplishment makes the difference betweencivilization and chaos.

During these weeks representatives of nations from East and west, North and
South, are paying tribute to the secretary-General and his staff M10, quietly but
with perseverance, are serving the cause of peace. Like others, we applaud recent
achievements in Afghanistan and the Gulf and the new impetuses being given
elsewhere. Those developnents have added much to the prestige of the Organization
and of the secretary-General. In those developments we recognize vi tal elements of
the reOOJm\endations for improving the effectiveness of the security Council that
the secretary-General acNanced in his reports to the General Assenbly in 1983 and
1986. At the time, those ideas did not receive the hearing they deserved. Now,
the mood of frustration and impotence is giving way to renewed optimism. There
seems to be a new oonfidence in the effectiveness of the multilateral approach in
international rela tions.

We must seize the opportunities to prol1Dte peace. united Nations
peace-keeping is one of them. It is therefore most befitting that the United
Nations peace-keeping forces were collectively awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
yesterday. On behalf of the Netherlands Gcwernment I most warmly congratulate them
on that well-deserved award. The Prize honours all those soldiers who over the
years have served in united Nations forces all over the world.

The Nether lands has always supper ted the efforts of the United Nations in the
field of peace-keeping. We are now actively considering with our partners in the
Twelve how we can oonti'ibut:e more effectively. In this context the valuable
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comments on the growing role of peace-keepinlj operations in the Secretary-General's

annual report to the Assembly certainly deserve careful attention. Of course, one

should not over look the fact tha there, as elsewhere, th ere is an ob'l ious need to

make the best possible use of searce resources. This is the more true in the light
of the magni tude of some of the peace-keeping opera tions that are env isaged, for
instance in Namibia and in western sahara.

For many years the world community has been demanding independence for

Namibia. We are encouraged by the progress recently made. I trust that the

momentum can be maintained.

The process of dialogue and negotiations we see in many parts of the world is

also needed in South Africa itself. Apartheid is totally and fundamentally wrong.
It has no future. Although change is long overdue, it is not too late to bring it

about peacefully. But every new delay will make the task of national

reconciliation even more difficult. The artificial separations apar~~~~J h~s

created between the various segments of the South African population hale bred deep

resentment and fear of the unknown. In our opinion it is high time to replace this

by a broad dialogue across all lines of colour. The Kingdom of the Netherlands

urges the South Afr iean Government to release Nelson Mandela and all those others

deta ined for their poU tical beliefs. That could open the way to negotiations with
the genuine representatives of the population.

We look not only to the early abolition of apartheid~ we look also to its

replacement by a just political order in which all SOut....} Afr ieans ean live in peace

and harmony. It is, of course, up to the Sou th African peoples themselves to join

hands in order to shape a new constitutional framework. But let me say this on the

subject: the ideals of human rights, dellDcracy and the rule of law to which my

country, like so many others, is deeply attached, would seem all the more essential

in a society as diverse as South Africa's. May I submit that a bill of rights, to
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be negotiated and agreed upon between the authentic representatives of the entire
population and safeguarded by an independent judiciary, would do much to guarantee
equal rights and allay the fears that some have. WOuld not a pluralistic dellOcracy
providing adequate participation by both majority and minority offer the best

prospects for lasting recoociliation? And, may I add, would not a SOUth Africa at
peace with itself be a tremendous asset for the region as a whole?*

The cease-fire in the 8-year-old war between Iraq and Irml was gr~ted with
'great relief. Untold suffering is coming to an end. But there was more to this
war. In flagrant violation of international law we saw chemical weaPOns being used
on a scale not witnessed since the First WOr ld war. The war endangered yet another
principle of international law, namely freedom of navigation, on me of the busiest
sea-lanes of the wer ld. It was to uphold that pr inciple that my country, together

with a number of other Western European countries, contributed to mine-clearing in
the G.1lf. We have noted with interest that the Secretary...(;eneral has suggested

look ing in to the pass ib iU ties of extending peace-keeping to the mad time

environment. We are prepared to study the implications of such a nar dimenElion in
United Nations p~ace-keeping tasks.

Negotiations between the two belUgerents hvabe now started under the auspices

of the secretary-General. The intransigence that has prolonged the war for so many
years should not be transferred to the negotiating table. 'lbgether with others, we

call upon both parties to co-operate intensively with the Secretary-General in

order to achieve a oomprehensive peace settlement in oomplianoe with Security

Council resolu tion 598 (1987).

Turning to Cambodia, we welcome the intensified diplomatic efforts to reech a
settlement and the constructive role played by the countries of the Aescci&tlon

*Mr. Treiki (Libyan Arab Jamahir Lya), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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of SOUth-East Asia.'\ Nations (ASEAN). Camodia has had more than its share of

sUffering. Our goal must be an independent Cambodia, fr,ee from foreign occupation

and invested with dellOcrati~ institutions suoog enough to withstand internal and
I

external threats. Clearly,1 neither a c.ontinuation of the current foreign

occupation nor a return to the universally cCX\delll1ed policies and practices of the

late 1970s is acceptable.

In a nunber of other l' ional conflicts also, we see how the improved

international climate, the, ctivi ties of States in the region and the support given

by the United Nations oompl ment each other in working towards peaceful

settlements. The common b~' is that was found for direct talks between the Greek

and 'l\1rkish col'llnunities in ( pros Is another example of progress to that end.

But in another hotbed 0 tension an unjust and painfUl stalemate continues to

exist. d to the day when the United Nations can also play an

enhanced role in the settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict. The status quo there

is not sustainable. The tensions in the occupied territories demonstrate the need

for a renewed impetus to the peace process. My country fUlly understands the

Israeli concerns about secur ity. Israel, indeed, is enti tied to existence in

security. But the Palestinian people too have their legitimate rights. Their

r igh t to self-determination will have to be accolll1lOdc":ed in the con te~t of a

comprehensive and lasting settlement. In recent meetings w1 th the Israeli

Government and with Palestinian rep~esentatives in East Jerusalem, the Netherlands

Government joined these who urged moderation and a constructive approach by all

concerned.
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The road to a settlement will no doubt be long. It might have to be cO'\1ered

in stages, but then with a clear final perspective. Success will only be ac:hieved
if parties are willing to compromise, if parties do not confront each other wi th
conditions they kl'lCM beforehand to be unacceptable to the other side. Peace
involves mtual concessions. Delaying the inevitable will diminish the
opportunities of reaching a solution and will. only increase the tensions. The role
of the in terna tional communi ty is, as we see it, not merely to me te ou t
reprimands. It is to help the peace process along and eventually, once the
negotia tions have led to resul ts, to guar an tee the ir ou toome.

We are concerned about developments in Lebanon and saddened by the continuing
suffering of its people. We urge all parties concerned to abstain from any action
that would deepen the rifts that have kept Iebanon div ided for so lalg already. It
is impera tive that the consti tutional framework of Lebanon be allowed to function
so that a new President, elected freely and without interference from outside, can
take up the pressing task ef restoring the unity of the Lebanese people.

Much is changing in Eastern Europe. we follow the processes of reform with
great interest and commend the spirit of greater openness. My country has,
together with its allies, consistently pursued a {X)licy aimed at better East-West
relations and arms control. we will not be remiss in seizing opportunities to
further these aims. Important progress in arms control has already been achieved,
and this to an extent that seemed inconceivable only a few years ago.

The Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range
Missiles - INF Treaty was indeed a major breakthrough. And the 50-per-cent cut in
strategic weapons, which is now being negotiated, would be an even more significantdisarmament measure.

ill
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IlIt however nuch we hope for further results in the field of nuclear

disul'Qllment, it is essential that progress should also encompass conventional arms

control. The serious conventional ild;)alance we face in Europe is at the core of

OUI: secur ity prcblem~ and our aim is to br ing about a stable conventional balanca

at lower levels and wi th More transparency.

It is alao essential to press ahead with a total ban on chemical weapons. The

inuninent danger of proli fsra tion of chemical weaPons under! ines once aga in the need

for such a ban, and that on a wor ld-wide bas is. Indeed, the ver i flca tion problems

are daunting, but I refuse to believe that they cannot be solved. In the -meantime,

while a total ban has not yet been ooncluded, it is tragic to see that the 1925

Geneva Protocol has not prevented the use of these abhorrent weapons. we support

President Reagan's pro{X)sal, made last M)nday, to convene a conference to see how

together we can remedy the erosion of the Protocol.

When addressing the third special session on disarmament I emphasiZed how

important it was that the Secretary-General be able to cc:nduct investigations,

whenever there were allegations of the use of chemical wea{X)ns. The security

Council confirmed this necessity and encouraged him to carry out promptly

investigations 'in response to allegations concerning the possible use of chemical

weapons. It is therefore disappointing and disturbing to note that recently the

8ecretary-General was not permitted to ascertain the facts when there were strong

reasons to do so.

It is inde~~ a worrisome development that ·proliferation-, which used to refer

exclusively to the danger of nuclear proliferation nowadays is acquiring new

c.xUlnota tions, as we see proliferation, not only in the chemical field but also in

that of missiles and missile tedtnology. It would be a bitter irony if at a time

.. \
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One does not have to be a prophet to foresee a major transformation of the
international system in the decades ahead. The specta.cular emergence of new
economic centres in various parts of the third world is only one indication that we

far. None the less, we must continue this reform process in order to enable the

are witnessing a developnent towards greater 1Il11tipolarity. This in itself could

counteract bureaucratic tendencies and duplication.

relevance of the role of the Organization in the light of constantly changing
oonditions, hew we can enhance its efficiency and flexibility, and how we can

A key element of any arms control agreement is verification, and I am happy to

Maintaininq peace and security is a primary task of the Uni ted Nations, but by

restructur ing of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations. I must
admit that we are rather disappointed with the outcome of these deliberations so

third special session on disarmament last June I suggested strengthening the

no means the only one. All of us should ser iously consider hOA we can increase the

general role of the United Nations with regard to ver ification in a practical

v~rlficationof arms control agreements. This would apply in the first place to

manner. Our proposal is that a group of qualified governmental experts would study
ways to improve the assistance United Nations bodies could render in the

agreements, if parties so desired. 'lbgether wi th Canada and France, we intend to
submit our ideas to the Assembly in greater detail.

note the growing inernational oonsensus on this point.. In my statement at the

when arms conb:ol negotiations are at last beginning to yield long-sought results,
we falled to stem the danger of proliferation.
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African countries and the international community to redouble our common efforts to

The recent economic recovery in the industrialized countries has not yet led
to an improvement of the economic situation in many parts of the developing world.
I believe that it is high time to remind ourselves of the target for official

Africa in particular that is facing economic problems of staggering l'Mgnitude. I
am convinced, however, that the review has provided important impetus to both the

development assistance of 0.7 per cent of gross domestic product that has been

countries, the Netherlands will continue to disburse 1 per CEl'it of its gross

enrich the. interaction amongst us, and, it is to be hoped, will increase the

adopted. In order to assist the economic and social advancement of developing

effectiveness of the United Nations when new actors assume larger responsibilities
f6r the common good.

JSM/FC
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In order to strengthen the basis for global co-operation we must reflect upon

rightful place in this universal Organization.

the values that bind us together.

brotherhood and friendly competition. Against this background I may say that we

The Olympic games provide us, right at this moment, with a p3werful symbol of

hope that the Republic of Korea, now hosting the games, can soon take up its

We do not see regional co-operation as a substitute for global co-operation.

smaller markets should offer new opportunities, not only for the Community, but for

orientation of Western Europe. One large single market instead of 12 separate

The debate on the strategy for the fourth development decade offers a good

Regional co-operation has much to offer to people on all oorl:..inents, both as a

amongst European nations has allowed us not only to overcome a bitter legacy of

conference on the protection of the atmosphere next year in the Netherlands.

division but also to achieve a cO'lsiderable degree of prosperity for our peoples.

way to proroote peace and as an instrument for increasing prosperity. Integration

cantr ibution to solving some of the most pressing environmental problems, my

The two complement each other. Interdependence and co-operation are at the heart

Government will host high-level consultations on the ozone layer next month and a

of the new global reality and the United Nations should be an energetic reflection

coJll1lOdities and trade and cheir implications for sustainable developnent. As a

development topics such as debts, irwestments, the erwironment, natural resources,

Ml/20

opportunity to discuss the interrelationships and mutual dependence of specific
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mcnitoring procedures and mechanisms designed to hold States to their obligations.

where the real problems begin. This underlines the importance of the var ious

is only a first step. Implementation must follow - and as we all know, that is

that the meeting of chairpersons of the various united Nations supervisory bodies,

Signs of erosion of the supervisory system are a cause of concern. We would hope

fundamental standards on which we should all be prepared to be judged. Moreover,

Enrmal accession by countr ies to the vai: ious conventions is impor tant, but it

which we are celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of

they are only too frequent - are a commoo concern of the family of na tions. They

Human rights transcend national borders. Violations of these rights - and

human rights and fundamental freedoms among the three main purposes of the United

international law-making. The two Uni ted Nations Covenants on human rights, of

The 1948 Declaration was the starting-point of an impressive effor t at

Article I of the United Nations Charter lists the prorrotion of respect for

Nations instruments on human rights will be able to decide to do so in the near

Nations. Forty years ago, the General Assenbly, building on this foundation,

future. Let us be clear - the concept of human rights was not an invention to be

we feel that respect for human rights is essential for confidence~buildingbetween

Human Rights, those Member States that have not yet acceded to some of the United

scwereignty. The past 40 years have clearly refuted this argument.

proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Since then, the universal

PMB/20

1966, were milestones in this effort and it is to be hoped that in this year, in

applicability of the Declaration has been firmly established.
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scheduled for this autumn, will be able to propose practical remedies to remove the
strain on the reporting system. At the same time it is essential that adeauate

levels of funding for human rights monitoring mechanisms be s~cured. The

Netherlands has circulated some ideas on monitorinq procedures and mechanisms

amongst these chairpersons. These suggestions will also be circulated in a
document in the course of this session of the General Assembly.

As I have said, efforts at the regional level can supplement and reinforce
those at the global level. Tn the Helsinki Final Act 35 countries pledged
themselves to a broad programme designed to improve mutual relations. This

programme includes respect for a cOJ~rehensive range of clearly defined human

rights. Here, too, we have been faced too long with a gap between the standards we
set and the degree to which they are being complied with. That is why the

Netherlands insisted so strongly on the incorporation, within the framework of the

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), of a mechanism to review
compliance in the field of human rights and human contacts. I hope that this
concept will be reflected in the final document of the CSCE which, as we all hope,
the current meeting in Vienna will be able to agree upon soon.

There is much to celebrate during the fortieth anniversary of the Universal
Declaration. But celebrations or commemorations should not divert our attention

from the more sobering task of stock-taking. We should ask ourselves to what

degree the rights proclaimed are actually promoted and enjoyed. Torture, summary
executions and unlawful detention are an everyday reality for all too many of our
fellow human beings. And yet, there is probably no government that does not
profess respect for human rights. Let us not forget .that the scourge of the abuse
of human rights is man-made: it can therefore be remedied by man. The

international Bill of Human Rights exists; the mechanisms are in place. Our task
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Developments over the past few years are strengthening my bfi. '.,..

Secretary-General dur ing his recent stay in the Netherlands when he said that
-respect for human rights and peace are inseparable. Just as the violation of

Universal Declaration states, -the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the

human rights leads to conflict, so conflict and war lead, all too often, to the

Bu t if we cher ish hUm&n r igh ta so much, it is not only for their intr insic

innovative capabilities of the individual.

world-. Indeed, iwr.lrnal oppression and external' aggression have often gooe

dennoracy, we feel, are not luxuries. On the contrarYr they go hand in hand with

conditions for shaping a more prosperous and Cl more just society. Freedom and

realization that these concepts, while values in themselves, are also basic

value or for their contribution to the prosperi1;y of man. Human rights are, as the

developnent and prosperity.. The age of technology ghres an advantage to those

ever increasing awareness of their' inalienable fundamental rights. ':1'1'1(: r <~J for

societies that allow information to circulate freely m,a give room to the

democracy and political freedom is heard more than ever before. There 1.S a growing

in the years ahead should be to proJl'Ote the political will to bring about the
effective enjoym~nt of hu~n rights by all mankind.

of history is on the side of freedom. People all over the wor ld ~:., i :m
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Kt. ADODO ('lbgo) (interpretation from French) t I should like fir st of

7

all to ex~ess the warmest cCXlgratulations of the delegation of 'lbgo to

Mr. Dante Caputo on his election as P~esldeni: of this forty-third session of the

General AeseJrbly. That choice is certainly justified by his well-known diplomatic

qualities and the firm devotion of his country, Argentina, to the servica of the

noble ideals of the United Nations and the values of solidarity among peoples.
These ar9 all virtues ~,ld assets that make it possible for us to predict success
for the work that will take place under his presidency.

Throughout the for ty-se<»ild session of the General Assembly his illustr iOU9

predecesaor, Mr. Peter Florin, Vice-Minister of Foreign Mfairs of the German
Democratic Republic, demonsu'ated tact and competence in successfully guiding the

work of the Assemly. My delegatior. w011l1d like once again to express to him its

war~ appreciation and esteem.

My delegation would like also to congratulate very warmly the

Secret",ry-Generalof the united Nations, Mr. Javier Peres ae Cuellar, on the
pragmatic and efficient way in which he c::ontinues to serve our orgailization. I
should like particularly to hail his constant efforts to increase the

Organization la c:apaci ty for action and to prOliOte the peaceful settlement of

disputes and the appUQ1Uon of the united Nationaprogramme for the Economic
Recovery and Developnent of Africac I shCXJld like to assure hiJll once again of the
constant support of my country in his work in carrying out his difficult and
delicate responsibilities.

The lbbel Prize, which has just been awarded to the United Nations

Peace-keeping Forces, rightly honours the courage and dwotion of the thousands of
men and women mobilized in our collllOn name to assure peace in the trouble spots of
the world. This gesture of the Nobel Prize Committe~ honours before w«ld public
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opinion the crucial role played by these forces in maintaining peace. Through me,
my country, 'lb9O, wishes warmly to congratulate them.

The forty-third session of the General Assen'bly is taking place in an
international climate characterized by both legitimate ho~ and grave concern. The
hope arises from the will of the two greatest Powers to reduce and progressively
eliminate the threat of war, particularly nuclear war, and to settle peacefully the

conflicts still tearing apart certain regions of the world.

Of course there are grave concerns as well as to the ways and means of

overcoming the grave crisis tihich caltinues to shake the eCalomies of the countries
of the third world. It is time to launch international economic co-operation on a
heal thy and more equi table bms is.

We should like to express our sadness at the failure of the third special
session of the General Assellbly on disarmament. Here and there rays of light do
appear among the storm clouds, which in some areas of the globe seemed to make

impossible any hope of peace. The will to undertake a dialogue which has finally

been shown in those areas is inCleed a miracle. Certainly there has always been a

shorter, less painful way to succeed in bringing men to \fork together on a more
equal basis, even if they have not loved each other as brothers. Thus one must
ask, is it really necessary that losses of human life and human suffering must lead
us to the very brink of exhaustion so that there can be recognition and acceptance,
finally, of the basic truth of histr y that force is only dissuasion if it is not
re8",·on1

Togo has always proclaimed its faith in the virtues of peace. It appreciates
its benefi ts and has done 60 for almost a quarter of a century of pol! tical
s~bi1ity. We would like to reaffirm here, in this year of the celebration of the
fortieG:h anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Hum11n Rights, that the links
between peace and human rights are indissoluble. That peace, which should underlie
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any development effort, c~nstitutes the corner-stone of equilibr iurn in our
respective societies and should be assured on the regional level by the
implementation by each State of a policy of good-neighbourliness and peaceful
coexistence and thi:ough the abolition of terror ism, particularly that clandestinely
engaged in by States for the purpose of destabilizing their neighbours and thus
diverting efforts from the only struggle that deserves to be waged - that for the
social and economic development of our peoples. The search fex peace should
resolutely avoid all temptations of pressure or blackmail by terror ism, which sows
grief and imperils progress and security for our populations.

In our interdependent world, military victories are only intermediate stages
which do not bring any definitive solutions to the problems of relations among
States. We have to discuss, negotiate and understand each other. There is no
alternative. Thus we hail with relief the establishment of the cease-fire between
Iran and Iraq. This is a result of the efforts constantly and tirelessly made by
the secretary-General to ensure that the region of the Gulf and its peoples,
afflicted by eight years of cruel war, can finally redisQOver the benefits of peace.

In Western Sahara peace efforts are being given a great impetus and a better
chance, undoUbtedly because of the need for integration that necessar ily br 1n9s
together the Maghreb States. This conflict, which has seriously and sorely tested
bilateral relations in the region and significantly disturbed the evolution of the
Organization of African Unity, will soon find its culmination in the referendum
which will make it possible for the sahraoui people freely to express themselves on
their future and thus exercise their right to self-determination.

--'------------------'---
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The tensions which have disturbed relations between Chad and Libya are finally

enter 1n9 & phase of detente. Toga, which follows with great interest this

evolution, is pleased w1 th the l'eaffirmad will of those two countries to seek

peaceful lleans to solve their differences. we urge the. to work towards the

norulization of their relations so that a new era of good-neighbourliness and

ftatern8l co-operation _y open up for their respective populations.

As for Nallibia, after decades of hard struggle and intense efforts, it is now

moving towards the application of Security Council resolution 435 (1978), which

stipulated the ccrditions for the achievement of its independence. It is to be

hoped that the dialOCJUe developing within the fraftl!work of negotiations between

Angola, SOUth Africa, Cuba and the United States will culminate in a just and true

peace in that part of our wntinent.
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(Hr. Modo, '1'090)
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I
The agreements on Afghanistan reached in Geneva last March are a decisive

contr ibution to the peace process in that region. Those agreements are based on
the Afghan people's 'right - finally reoogn ized - to choose, wi thout any forei g"
interference, the political, ecxmomic !lnd social system they regard as being in
conformity wi th their aspirations.

The edifice of peace is being built also in Central America. We pay a tribute
here to the five Heads of State of the region, who, by reaffirming their commitment
to honour all the obligations resulting from the Bsquipulas 11 agreement, have
greatly increased the chanc~s for peace in Central Am~rica. The international
community should promote and encourage these efforts in order to achieve the
hoped-for results.

In Kampuc!hea the Kampuchean people should be enabled quickly to exercise the
right to self-determination which they have been denied for Cl long tima becausJe of
the invasion and occupation of their territory by foreign forces. My country,
which has always supported the just liberation struggle of the Kampuchean people
has taken note of the Vietnamese Government's intentention to withdraw 50,000
soldiers. Of course, only the withdrawal of all the foreign troops will make it
possible to find a final solution to this painful pr,oblem.

In the Korean peninsula, the willingness of the two GcN~rnments, of the Northand of the South, to engage in dialogue seems bo be gradually taking hold and
broadening. Togo supports the idea of the peaceful reunification of the two
territorial entities and believes that the implementation of the three-point plan
proposed by t!orth Korea should be negotiated in the context of sincere and
fraternal harmonization of views, taking due account of the free will of the Korean
people as a whole.

These harbingers of peace that are springing up here and there go hand in
hand, unfortunately, with serious uncertainty, which makes it necessary for us to

Le
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(Mr. Modo I '1'ogo)

marshal our will and focus our efforts on methods th&t are worthy of our times and
that can deal with the misery of millicns of men and women who are still excluded
from the community of free-and sovereign peoples. That is true of the bl&ck
majo~ity in South AfriCftI which endures every day the sUffering and humiliation
caused by apar theid.

In factI the leaders in Pretoria l deaf to all the protests by public opinion,
are obstinately perpetuating the practice of apartheid, this socio-political system
that is inevitably condemned to disappear. Banning or assassinating anti-~rtheid

militants, prolonging the state of emergency without any reason to do so cannot
stop the histor ie march of the black people towards their freedom.

With regard to the Palestinian tragedy, TOga shares the concern about the
situation in the occupied territories. The P~'estinian people's right to a country
and respect for the sovereignty of states are principles on which the settlement of
this conflict should be based. My country advocates the idea of an international
conference under the auspices of the united Nations in which all the parties
concerned would participate l includingl of coursel the Palestine Liberation
Organ iza tion.

The third special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament
should have been a milestone in the long history of the efforts to maintain and
strengthen international peace and security. Unfortunately the hopes aroused by
the progress achieved since the first special session and by the recent posi tive
developments concerning disarmament did not take concrete form in the relaunching

of the process of gen~ral and complete disarmament. This special sessionl which
adjourned without the slightest consensusl could well have aroused doubts about our
Organization's ability to encourage and strengthen the multilateral approach to
disarmament. Nevertheless l this failure should not overshadow the rema~kable

_________IIIIiiiIIi8I....- .......-------.;;.... ~-.--
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(Mr. Modo, 'logo)
efforts made by the two great Powers, the united States and the Soviet union,
gradually to eliminate the threats of war, particularly nuclear war.

The ratification of the Treaty en the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and
Shorter-Range Missiles has given concrete form bo the two great Powers' will for
peace and true disarmament. Ai: the same time, it has the advantage of openi.ng the
path bo more numerous and more audacious initiatives. Hence, it is in everyone's
interest that the two great Powers tirelessly pursue their negotiations to reach
agreement on a reduction by 50 per cent in their strategic nuclear arsenals and
the it conven tional forces in Europe.

The international economic situation, "hich has for almost two decades been 1n
a state of general sta9'lation, remains distuieting.

The uncertainty about world economic growth is even greater for the developing
countries, and particularly for sub-Saharan Africa. Indeed, accordinq to
forecasts, real inoome of the countr ies of that region and the least-developed
countries as a whole will increase by 2.5 per cent, and there will be no growth in
per capita revenue, or even negative growth, during the period from 1981 to 1995.

In addition to being contrary to the basic principles of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the protectionist measures taken by the developed
countries are preventing the developing countries from participating fairly in
international ool1lllercial exchanges. Nevertheless, we must hope that the new round
of multilateral trade negotiations under way in Uruguay 'Will open the path to a
considerable reduction in and the gradual elimination of tariff and non-tariff
barriers.

It is true that the recovery of the world economy requires both concerted
international action and the individual efforts of states. But it is even more
true that the Draconian measures of structural adjustment imposed on the developing
countr ies have a velry high economic, aocial and poU tical coste They reduce the

9
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(Hr. Modo, Togo)

rate of development of those countries' economies. Because of the lack of

provisions for increasing the pt ices of raw mater ials or reducing the excessive

debt burden, our countries' economies are the greatest victims of the infernal

process of increasing indebtedness, the continuing deterioration in the terms of

trade and the reverse transfer of capital.

In those circumstances, the determination of the developing countries to put

into effect coherent economic and social policies comes up against external

constraints linked to the iniquitous and inioalanced international economic system.

The measures for structural adjustment, in their present form, should be

reviewed in order to enable our States to keep their foreign conmitment.s and

continue internal development. While the global figure for the debt of the

•

developing countries has been constantly increasing - indeed today it amounts to

more than $1 trillion - the conbined price index. of the principal non-petroleum
"

commodities exported by those countries has increased by an average of almost

5 per cent since 1980, and the reversal in the net transfer of resources caused

them to lose more than $30 billion in 1986.

The constant decrease in the .available financial resources is a major obstacle

to the third-world countries' efforts to ensure the recovery of their economies and

developnent. We know that more than two thirds of those countr ies receive more

than half of their export income from the sale of commodities. Hence, the

international community must put into effect measures that can stabilize and fi~

the prices of raw materials at remunerative levels. It must also adopt a new

international strategy for development based on greater justice and equity and

providing for the harmonious growth of the world economy. That new strategy should

envisage urgent and appropriate solutions to the questions of foreign debt and the

constant decrease 1n the financial resources of the developing countries, in
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meeting of the Conmlttee of the Whole have not been attained •
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Programme. we must however note with regret that the results hoped for during the

In regard particularly to Africa, it is encouraging to note the increasing

request made to the secretary-General to submit to the forty-third session of the

incterest of our Organization in the implementation of the Uni ted Nations Programme

(Mr. Modo, Togo)
particular by a substantial alleviation of the debt, and even the cancellation of

particularly from two initiatives taken by the General Assenbly at its forty-second
session - that is, on the one hand, the decision to establish an Ad Hoc COlll'l\ittee

of Action for African Econolftic Recovery and Deuelop1lent. That interest is clear

BCl'/g&

of the Whole of the AssenOly as the I'IlOst appropriate mechanism to prepare the
review and the appraisal of the Programme of Action; and, on the other hand, the

. " . ~' .. ,.J . . ,. ., .
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In fulfilment of their colll'llitments, African States have undertaken major

the dunping of these wastes on Afr ican soil •
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scandal of toxic wastes and undertaking to take the measures necessary to prevent

unanimously adopted last May a resolution firmly denouncing and condemning the

interests, the Heads of State of the Organization of African Unity (OAU)

difficulties of our oountries. In the face of this grave threat to African

are m::>tivated by a cynical desire to exploit the current economic and financial

North to turn Africa into a dumping ground ior nuclear and industrial wastes, thus

the various wicked attempts by some in the industrial and business circles of the

that the international CDlIII\unity too live up to its agreement to participate in

At a time when Afr iean leaders are tackling with courage and determination the

implementing the Programme by providing Africa wi t:h a:i.l the assistance it needs.

reforms to secure economic recovery and development, and it is therefore important

(!II'. Modo, To9o)

By establishing an ad'lisory group on financial flows for Africa, the

projects specifically design~d for sub-Saharan Africa.

the Progral\llle of Action, alllOng other things by devising and putting in place

gravely harming the health of our peoples and our environment. These operations

flows are carefully channelled, at both the bilC1teral and the multilateral level.
Therefore United Nations bodies ooncerned with developnent should have access to

economic and social recovery of their continent, it is especially revolting to see

addi tional resources enabl ing them to par ticip& te actively in the implemen ta tion of

Secretary-General has acted upon his intention to give pr ior ity to that continent's

J!MS/23

economic pr< blems and to seek ways and means to hasten implementation of the

•
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was decided to enact laws in all 16 memer countries making it a crime for any

useful activities to ensure that fraltiers be no longer barriers between peoples

(NI:. Modo, 'rogo)
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Mr. CABRERA HIDALQ) (Q.tatamala) (interpretation from Spanish): On behalf

exploitation, becomes an opportunity for eharing and solidarity.

of the delegation of Guatemala, which! have the honour to head, I wish to

congratulate Mr. Dante CaputlO on his election to the presidency of the General
Assemly at its forty-third session. He enjoys the support of the international

In the light of these developments, WG must not stand idly by, but participate in

author ity in the sphere of the management and settlement of international affairs.

but open doors through which they can pass to meet, join together and ensure that
the weakness of certain countries, instead of being a pretext for shameful

This session mincides with the fortieth anniversm:y of the Universal

that all necessary measures are taken to ~event the eX(X)rt of toxic wastes to our

international community, and especially the industrialized countries, to ensure

In that same spirit, the eleventh confe~ence of Heads of State or GoVernment

perSOfl, group of persons, business or organi~ation to participate in any act

inY.olving the stockpiling of nucleu 01' inaustrial wastes. To spare our continent
the torment of the irreversible deterioration of its environment, we call upon the

Declaration of Human Righ~, and we muot therefore vigorously reaffirm our total
cOl\lllitment to the humanitarian values ~at are indispensable in containing

mankind's destructive impulses and suicidal passions.

The favourable developllents that have taken place in regions long torn apart
by hatred and violence reassure us of the usefulness of our Organization and 1ts

of the &:onomic CoImtunity of West Afr iean States adopted a retiolution by which it

JiMS/23
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co-operation in prollOting the all-round development of the poorest countries.

and spiritual development. The priority task of the United Nations, apart from the

ignorance.. All human beings have the right to di9f\ity, progress and intellectual

Nations cannot be achieved while a part of mankind continues to live in poverty and

principles of the United Nations, and we shall not rest but do everything necessary
to remain firm in that determination. Obviously, the noble purposes of the United

Over the past 32 months my country has shown its belief in compliance with the

that we focus our efforts on the strengthening of our institutions, both within our

instrument enabUng the pc inciples t)f its founding Charter to be fulfilled in all

I wish also to congratulate the United Nations peace-keeping forces on having

The international peace and secur ity guaranteed by the United Nations requires

I take this opportunity to reaffirm my admiration for the work carried out by

obliga tions set out in the Char tel'.

quest for international peace and seoul' ity, muat unquestionably be to strengthen

countries and in our international relations and our gradual adaptation to the

the Sec:retaryooGeneral, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar. During his term he has set an

demands of the reaU ties of the time. The Uni ted Nations must gradually become an

(Hr. Cabrera 81&190, Qlatemala)

community represented here, because of our esteem for his country and his

nations. All countries must str ive towards institutional compliance wi th the

example of dedication to the Organization, placing his talent, enthusiasm and

well-known diplomatic skills and personal attributes.

EMS/23
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•

We are convinced of the value of dialogue as the most effective way of

settling disputes and removing tension, and our foreign policy is based on the

basic need for peace. In, our international relations we reject the threat and use

of force and spare no effort in the quest for peaceful politica~ sol.utions. We

continue to observe these essential values bo'th internally and externally. We
condemn human rights violations wherever they occur. That clear and definitive
stand has been recognized by the international commWlity. Because of all our
efforts in this important task, international personalities and organizations

understand that in my country the GoVernment of the Republic guarantees the full

enjoyment of human rights and unrestr icted exercise of all freedoms. Our foreign

policy is in keeping wi th the purposes and pr inciples of the chat .:ers of the Uni ted
Nations and the Organization of American States.
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Hence my country is in favour of holding a meeting to seek multilateral,

take care of the social debt consisting of the accumulation of health, education

COMprehensive solutions to the anguishing problem of foreign debt.

and ho~sing needs which for years had not been met.

having on the standard of living of:: the majority. On the contrary, Governments are

account,'ble to their peopJ.es; that is why my Government has d~cided gradually to

to honour tbeb: financial commitments. Neither can we forget the impact this is

Our countries ~nnot afford not to grow, sacrificing their economic expansion

but not only does the problem persist but there have been no post tive prospects for

~Oblems such as political, social and economic problems which stem from or are the

through a broader, more comprehensive approach, without underestimating other

the debtor and creditor countries alike~ not only in financial terms but also

(Mr. Cabrera Hidalgo, Guatemala)

We r"ff~.rm our belief in the self-determination of peoples and in

a solution. I believe that the time has oome to analyse the problem once again,
this time through a more realistic and pragmatic approach. To this end a basic

In this context, I wish to refer to my country's d~~ep concern over the

caWle of the debt problem.

and we stand in solidarity with the just aspirations of all third-world countries.

external debt problem, given its cwerriJing importance for our countries. More

We too wish for an international order based (4') justice and equity.

i'KB/bg

sustain our convictions. We recognize and promote a Latin Americanist sentiment

non-intervention, in ideological and political pluralism; and in the settlement of

level is one of solidarity and fraternity, continuously proJW:)ting the values that

disputes throu~h peaceful means. Our international policy at the Central American

I"§o
1
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(Hr. Cabrera &1&1lgo, Guatemala)

The Central American crisis is deeply rooted in past injustices - social
injustice, eCX)nomic Injustica and political injustice. OUr recent history is

i:eplete with examples of institutional needs - the lack of dellOcratic processes,
the absence of pluralism and the denial of democratic participation. There has
been mch speculation on the peace process in Cenual America. I wish at this time
to state the follOlfing; peace In Central AI'Ierica will not result solely from the
political will of Central American ~ernments or peoples; peace in Central America
as a fundamental goal will entail a long, diffieult and complex process. The root
~uses of the crisis obtaining today in Central America are authoritarianism,

misunderstanding .. intolerance, alienation of certain groupe, poverty and

illegitimate government. That lIeans that the peace which is so deeply desired by
25 million Central Americans, and sought by al~st all countries of the world

cannot be attained solely through qood will on our part.

The goal of peace urgently requires clear and transparent processes of

internal democratization in each of our countries, so that every citizen in Central
America will enjoy a certain and secure area so that our peoples wll1 become the

protagonists of their own destinies, the builders of tteir own future. We require
all the inhabitants of centr a1 lWer iea. to play a leading role in forming their

social model and their historical destiny. 'l\') this end, it is essential and urgent
to bring about the basic conditions needed for the comprehensive development of the
human person - and that means 60cial justice, economic justice and political
justice.

If we truly wish for peace for each and everyone of our oountr les, as we

stated in the docuctent entitled ·Procedure for the establishment of a firm and
J.asting peace in Central America-, we must continually, in the eyes of the world

and before history which is our judge, give testimony of our resolve to maintain,
above all, a leading role ~r our peopl&s, legitimate government, pluralistic and
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(Hr. Cabrera Bidalgo, Guatemala)

dellOcratic participation, and the unalterable applicability of fundamental human
rights and freedoms.

It is not enough to speak out and to make promises; we must take action and
demonstrate that we are taking action.

On 14 January 1986 President Vinicio Cer.ezo of Guatemala initiated and

promoted steps at the Central American level with a view to arriving at an

instrument for peace. It was in Guatemala that the two histar ic meetings of

Esquipulas were held, meetings which gave form and content to the Esquipulas II
plan, the Gua~mala procedure to maintain a firm and lasting peace in Central

America. It was President Vinicio Cerezo of Guatemala who proposed forming a
Central American parliament - an appropriate fbrum and a fitting instrument for
discussing the poli tical problems of the area, the economic probl.ems that weigh
upon us, and Central American integration as a roodel of unity to which we Central
Americans have aspired for so long.

President Cerezo, the Government of the Republic and \~he people of Guatemala

have spared no effort to prol'OOte t!'9ce in the Central American subregion. We have
drawn up prcoedures and proposed actions; we bave accepted advice and cr iter ia; we
have done everything wl thin our means; and we will not rest until we attain the
goal we have set ourselves. After 32 months of work on, involvement in and
commitment to this process, we are able to l3ay to the peoples of the wodd that we
in Central America are continually making progress in building this model - a model
in which Ceiltral Americans have taken on the leadin'g role that history requires of
us, valiantly and resolutely shouldering our own responsibilities~ We are facing

up to the complexity of our problems wl th goodwill, ~.magination, resolve [ 1

faith. Today Central America is not the CEn~ral America of two years ago, nor is
it the Ctrtntral America we hope to see in a short time; but in Central America today
new areas have been opened c;p and we are marching towards the fuwre; above all, we
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but we will continue to strive to find appropriate, timely and correct solutions.

(Mc. Cabrera 81&190, Guatemala)

know full well that we C
V

1not turn back. We know that the task ahead is difficult,

international institutions but also of all the peoples of the world.

In this process, we require the goodwill, solidarity and co-operation not only of
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(Mr. Cabrera Hidalgo, Q.Jatema!!,)

Here I wish to refer in parenthesis to the valuable and noble solidarity of
the Contadora Group and Support Group countr ies. Those brother ClOuntr ies became
involved in our problems and opened up for us valuable and wor thwh 11e

opportunities, putting us on the path we had to follow.

I also wish to express gratitude on behalf of my country, Guatemala - and I am
sure that I am reflecting the feelings of the 25 million Central Anter ieans - for

the valuable and timely co~peratim given us by the United Nations, which is

actively seeking mechanisms to implement a plan for the economic and social

development of Central America.

We are also grateful for the solidarity and co-operation of the Qlropean

Ecmomic Community, which f in many fotums and ins ti tu tione, has joined us in the
quest for peace in Central Amer iea. We thank the United States of Amer ica for its
constant display of solidarity and co-operation, and all the peoples of the world
which ha-~e joined us in pursuing the cause of peace.

I am h.:\ppy to take this opportunity to state that the Government of the

Republic of Qlatemala has fulfilled, and will continue firmly to fulfil, the

commitments entered into wi thin the framework of Esquipulas. We have maintained,
and will oontinue to 'maintain, a policy of active neutrality with regard to the

Central American <:risls, so that the peace process may result in the establishment
of conditions of democracy, freedom, prosperity and respect for the human rights of
Central Americans, their tight to the territorial integrity and their right to

self~etei:mlnCRtionand to choose their own way of life.

We are giving new evidence of that. With President Cerezo, a nunber of us

last "eek visited the other (X)untr iea of Central Amer lea to propose new mechanisms
to revitalize and reimigcr:ate the procedure for seeking peace in Central Amedc;~.

I can tell our fr iends throughout the wor ld that in November there will be another
meeting of the Central American Presidents, in the sister Republic of El salvador,
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his todcal experience.

a country that was just awakening to the dawn of a deJllOcratic era. It is no easy

(Mr. Cabrera Hidalgo, GuatelUla)
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Here I would appeal to the international oolMlunity not to allow itself to bemisled by groups that politicize human rights comrr.ittees, thus trying to win

o.f what is now going on in Guatemala.

truth "f what is happening in fff'J country, presenting pictures of earlier times, not

forums and the good will of some representatives to mislead and to distort the

cri ticism of countries that have started on dellOcratic processes are no helpo We

outside the oo!,Intry battles that they have lost within it. CCX\demnation and

oomnitment is the result of our unbending will, aur democratic faith and our

is hard, as we wish to build a truly free, truly just and truly ~ited land. Our

extremist elements using every means available to them to deny us democratic

The path that we have followed in Guatemala to achieve a deflOcratic Government

and intolerance requires moral strength wad a firm oonaitllent. OUr daily struggle

task to initiate and consolidate a dellDcratic process in such la short time. Its

opportunities, slandering and discrediting the process and using international

majority were forgotten, only marginally benefiting froll develoPlHl\t and enjoying
only minimum respect for their fundamental rights. Today we are learning how to
live in a del'lDcracy. Guiding a ~ple with a tradition of lack of mderstanding

to assess - and this _y involve self-cri ticil!Jlt\ - ~e extent to which we have not

enemies are many, as are misunderstandings and frustrations. In IrJ country the

that is respectful of its role, the guarantor of freedoJllS and the faithful
interpreter of the aspirations of the Q.latemalan people has been lCX\g and
difficult. My Government faced a difficUlt task 32 months aog - that of rebuilding

been able to comply with Esquipulas II, and to strengthen the will and the
commitment to comply with all its prcwisions ..

JP/PLJ
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the first international conference on Central American refugees, to be held next
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The Government is work ing wi th jus ti fiable optimism, aware of the hard, crea tive

on the conviction that man (:;IH'l and must play a central part in his own history.

profound respect for every citizen. The policy that we are carryi.ng out is based

modestly, we are establishing a Government based on participatory democracy, with

achieving that. With social 'and human sensitivity and a sense of tolerance, but

the lack of opportuni ties for our young, all wi th the aim of achieving true social

alienat.ion of many groups in our population, and extreme poverty, and overcoming

but also economic democracy, eliminating the serious inequalities that exist, the

We are determined to maintain and consolidate not only political democracy,

us by opening the session.

May. We hope that the secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, will honour

United Nations High CQmmissioneL fot Refugees, is offering them. In this regard, I

This is not the appropr iate forum in which to go in to det.a Us about the

democra tic clima t~ and by the suppor t tha t the Sta te, in co-opera Hen ",i th the

justice.

refugees outside the coW\try, who have continued to return. This ye~r there was a

300 per cent increase in the nu~ers of those returning, encouraged by the internal

wish to emphasize the importance of the choice of Guatemala as the host country of

(Mr. Cabrera Hidalgo, GuatelUla)

have this year worked closely wi th the expert adviser rightly designa ted by the

COIIIIission Oil Human Rights, with whom we have prepared a plan of support for

national institutions that promote respect .for human rights and monitor compliance

wi th the law and its cor: rect iItlpl emen ta tion •

JP/PLJ
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Here I would appeal to the international colllllunity not to allow itself to bemisled by groups that poU tlcize human rights committees, thus trying to win

of what is now going on in Guatemala.

truth of what is happening in my country, presenting pictures of earlier times, not

outside the country battles that tht!y have lost within it.o CQ'ldemnatic:)n and

extremist elements using &Yery means GYailable to them to deny us democratic

However, as \r:e strive to consolidate democracy we face the intransigence of

forums and the good w.111 of some represen ta tives to mislead and to dis tort the

and intolerance requires moral strength and a firm conmitment. Our daily struggle

(!!or. cabrera Hidalep, Qlatellali!)
to at5SeS8 - and this _y lmiolve self-eriticism - the extent to which we have not

is hard, as we wish to build a truly free, truly just and truly united land. our

The path that we have followed in Guatemala to· achieve a dellOcratic Government

opportunities, slandering and discrediting the ~ocess and using international

majority were forgotten, only marginally benefiting fro~ develo~nt and enjoying
only minimum respect for their fundamental rights. Today we are learning how to
live in a deillOcracy. Guiding a people vi th a tradi tion of lack of moers tanding

that is respectful of its role, the guarantor: of freedoM and tha faithful
in~rpreter of the aspirations of the Qlateolan people has been lQ'lg and

enemies are many, as are misunderstandings and frustrations. In my country the

difficult. My Gcwernllent faced a difficult task 32 1ICX\the ~ - that of rebuildinga country that was just awakening to the dawn of a ~e:;ocratic era. ~t is no easy
task to initiate and consolidate a denocratic process in such a short time. Its

been able to colIPly with F.~quipulas 11, and to strengthen the will and the
COIIIIIitlllent to comply with all its prcwisions.

JP/PLJ
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Guatemala is I'IlCleting the challenge of history wi th unshakeable will and resolve~
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I can give an assurance at this world forum that the democratic Government of

(Mr. Cab~Bidalgo, Qlatemala)

efforts it must IUke together with all the people of Guatemalc.
e

who" because of

their patriotisJl, their hardllorking spirit, their moral and spiritual stature and

their readiness to overcolIe difficulties and adversities, have been called upon to

fUlfil a great destiny.
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10 minutes for the first intervention and to 5 minutes for the seexmd and should be

Mr. KAMAL (Pakistan); This morning the representative of the Kabul

teams, United Nations observers have been taken to the border areas of Baluchistan
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The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic); I call on the representative

trana-shipment of arms. UNCU4AP teams have also visi ted the Afghan refugee cai'nps

them in order to tebt the allegations made by the Kabul side regarding the

and the North-West Frontier Province to visit the s~cific areas to which they

requested access. Vehicular traffic in border areas has been duly inspected by

way the inspection teams hav-e covered an area along more than 1,000 kilometres of

themselves, and the refugees have been interviewed by UNOOMAP personnel. In this

Pakistan militia inside Afghanistan.

about restrictions having been placed on the Afghan refugees, or the involvement of

Afghanistan resistance, or the existence of training camps inside Pakistan, or

Pakistan is extending full co-operation to UNOOMAP. At the request of UNOOMAP

May I remind Members that, in accordance with General Assembly

Afghanistan and Pakistan (UNGOMAP). UN.Q)MAP alone is empowered to investigate

violation of the Geneva kcords by Pakistan. This statement was itself in

investigation of complaints by the United Nations Good Offices Mission in

so, and its reports are no doubt available to the Kabul side and provide sufficient

'proof to refute the ,baseless allegations regarding the shipnent of arms for the

disregard of' the Geneva Accords, which have established a clear procedure for the

complaints and to submit reports for the consideration of the parties. It has done

made by delega tions from their sea ts,.

regime chose to mislead this august forum wi th several unfounded allegations about

decision 34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to

AE/bg

of Pakistan, who wishes to speak in exercise of the right of reply.
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wi th i ts manda te.

We welcome the well-deserved honour that UNOOMAP and other peace-keeping

conclusions, \r\tlich are transparent and are on the record.

(Potr. Kaltl~1, Pale is tan)
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Pakistan cannot be held responsible for developments inside Afghanistan, which

forces of the Un! ted Na tions rece ived just yes terday, because, despi te accusa tions

are the manifestation of the struggle of the Afghan people for: liberation and
independence. The Kab.ul J:egime stands totally discredi ted in the eyes of the

to the contrary, we believe that they are doing their job properly.

deaths and injuries to 114 persons - violations that have been registered and have

have been about 387 violations of Pakistan's airspace and territory, causing 40

nuni>er of specific viOlations of the Geneva Accords. Suffice it to say that there

For the reasons I mentioned earlier If I will refrain from recalling the large

Geneva Accords and to assist UNOOMAP. in fulfilling its obligations in accordance

already been, or are currently being, investigated by UNOOMAP. J.et me merely
rei tera te that the Government of Pak is tan is solemnly committed to abide by the

Regarding the Afghan refugees, UNOOMAP, as well as the many other

their freedom of movement or of the existence of training centres in the refugee
camps.

that the refugees have no intention of returning to Afghanistan so long as the

international organizations providing assistance to the refugees, has confirmed

detained in any camps in Pakistan, and that there is no evidence of restrictions on

the international border between Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is after mdertaking
these preser ibed actions that UNOOMAP has drawn up its reports and reached its

regime in Kabul remains in power and the fighting inside Afghanistan cootinues.

AE/bg

The international agencies also confirm that no refugees are being forcibly
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1

(Mr. Ramal, Pak is tan3

Afghan people, who hold it responsible for the decade-long Afghan tragedy. The

internal conflict will subside only when a truly representative Government,

acceptable to all Afghans, is formed and ,the Afgha~ PeOple are able to exercise

their sacred right to self-determination, free from foreign intervention.

The meeting, rose at 7.15 p.m.
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